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Abstract

This study was based on the premise that it is important to identify and
cllJrify the attributions that students and teachers make about their performance
in schooL These attributions underlie the expectations that students and teachers
hold for each other and may influence how students perform academically.
The investigation focused on the attributions for poor performance by
studenls in mathematics and science made by the participants in the transitional
stage between secondary and tertiary levels of the educational system.

High

school teachers. university instructors, and first year university students were
ildministered surveys containing a set of statements attributing poor performance
by students to a variety of causes. Measures of student performance were the
marks students obtained from local high school evaluation, provincial public
exams, and university exams in mathematics and science courses.
Factor analysis of the attribution statements from the surveys provided an
indication of how each group of respondents distinguished between various types
of attributions. This analysis also allowed the attributions to be grouped into
categories. Mean response scores on the attribution statements were used to
determine the relative emphasis given to different attributions.

Finally, the

relationships between attributions and achievement were examined in light of the
results of a regression anatysis of snd correlations between scores on the
a~ributional

measures and students' marks on the achievement measures.

University instructors and high school teachers identified lack of student
effort, lack of student ability, teacher/instructor characteristics. and situational
characteri~1ics

as distinct categories of attributions. 80th groups emphasized

lack of sturlent eHort as the major cause of poor performance by students at the
secondary and post~sccondary levels. However. instructors gave equal emphasis
to inadequacies of the high schools and the high school teachers in preparing
students for university. Students did not distinguish between lack of ability and
lack of effort attributions. They identified effort and ability of students in general,
personal effort and ability, teacherfinstruetor characteristics. and situational
characteristics as categories of attributions.

At the beginning of their first

semester at university, students echoed their high school teachers ill emphasizing
lack of effort by students in gener al as a major cause of poor performance. At
the end of the semester, students echoed their instructors when they emphasized
lack of preparation in high schooL
Relationships between teachers' attributions and the marks they a::;signed
students from high school evaluation were mostly negligible. This may have been
due to the restricted range of response scores from the attribution survey.
Negative correlations were obtained between students' attribution scores and
their marks on all achievement measures.

Particularly significant were those

relationships between attributions pertaining to personal lack of ability and E1tlort
and achievement.
Several observations from this study may be made.

;v

The attributions that students emphasize are influenced by those
made by their high school teachers and university instructors.
2.

Students seem to confuse the concepts 01 ability and effort. This

suggests that they cannot decide whether lack of ability or lack of effort causes
their poor performance.
3.

Attributions to personal lack of ability and personal lack of effort are

significantly related to students' achievement. These statements may be used to
predict students' performance in university and their intentions to persist in
mathematics and science at the post-secondary revel.
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CHAPTER I
Purpose And Development Of The Study
Statement of the Problem

Attributions by students and teachers to the various factors that influence
the teaching and learning of mathematics and science formed the focus of this
investigation. The study was based on the premise that these attributions are

imponant determinants of behaviour.

The context of the study was the

transitional stage between secondary and tertiary education.

Research has

shown that students' experiences at this stage can havn long-lasting effects on
their orientation and motivation throughout their academic careers (Beard &
Senior, 1980). The sUbjects involved were high school teachers, university

instructors, and students at the beginning and end of their first semester at
university.
Specifically, the investigation had two principal objectives.

First, it

proposed to examine the attributions of teachers and students as to what
con!:itituted the major reasons for poor performance by students in mathematics
and science. Second. it proposed to explore the relationships between these
attributions and student achievement in these subjects.
study of these

attribution~

The Importance of a

iitts In its potential contribution towards explaining how

the expectations of teachers and students affect their behaviour and student
achievement.

Expectations are predictions about what will happen in certain

situations. Those held by teachers and students are typically informal and often
difficult to articulata. Attribution theorists propose that explanations of the causes
for academic success or failure form a basis for the expectations that people
hold. Therefore, a study of these attributions ;nay provide a better understanding
of how expectatfons influence student achievement.
An examination of the extensive research I~erature on teacher and student
expectancies revealed many studies concerned with how expectations affect
student achievement.

Few studies, however, deal with whether different

expectations actually exist at the high school and university levels and the
influence this may have on student perlormance at these levels. Therefore, this
became another important focus of this investigation.

Research Background and theoretical Context

Attribution theory proposes that expectations In achievement related
contexts are determined by perceived ability and planned effort expenditure
relative to the perceived difficulty of the task (Heider, 1958).

According to

attribution theorists, the explanations that people give for their own or others'
success or failure have a number of consequences. How they perceive the
likelihood of alternative causallaetors influences their emotional reactions to their
perlormance, their expectations for future performance, their subsequent
achievement behaviour, and their actual future perlormance (Weiner, 1980).

Thus, if teachers, instructors, and students have different el':pectations, this can
be determined from the relative emphasis that they give to various attributions for
problems in mathematics and science achievement. Hthe emphases are different
for the various attribution categories, one can assume that expectations for
student performance are

di~erent.

In the case of teachers' perceptions, researchers have suggested thatlhe
most important beliefs that teachers have about students are those that deal with
teachers' perceptions of or attributions for the causes of students' performance
(Darley & Fazio, 1980; Peterson & Barger, 1984). Studies by Cooper and Good
(1983) have shown that "differing attributions have differing teacher-Involvement
implications' (po 96). Attributions may influence teachers' behaviour towards
students if teachers attribute different causes for failure to students for whom

they hold different expectations.
That teachers do form expectancies for student performance is well
dOOJmented in the literature. The issue of the extent to which lhese expectations
influence student achievement, however, is both complex and controversial.
Beginning

w~h

the pUblication of Pygmalion in the Classroom (Rosenthal &

Jacobson, 1968), there have been more than 400 tJublished reports relating to
what has been referred to as the educational self-fulfilling prophecy; that is,
whether students perform in accordance with how their teachers expect them to
perform. Recent reviews of these studies by Brophy (1983), Cooper and Good
(1983), Dusek (1985), Jussim (1986) and Wineburg (1987) mustrate the multi-

dimensional aspects Involved. These Include:

(a) consequences of induced

expectations; (b) observations of naturally occurring expectations; (c) how
teachers fann expectancies for student achievement; (d) how expectancy effects
are communicated to students; ancl (e) the ultimate mpaet of expectancies on
student achievement. The ongoing interest in what has become a major area of
research is an Indication of both its theoretical and practical importance.
The original ·Pygmalion" study described how students, whom teachers
were led to believe were 'late bloomers', performed better on reading and IQ
tesls than a control group of students. This study has been criticized, particularly
for its claim that students' IQ could be affected by teacher expectations,
However, Wineburg (1987) does say that ·One could grant the possibility that
teachers' expectations affected student achievement, because expectations
guided what teachers chose to teach and consequenlty what students learned"
(p.29). Other investigations in which teachers' expectations were experimentally
marlpulated have been criticized for lack of validity. Experienced teachers will
form their own expectations regardless of what they have been led to beUeve.
Brophy and Good (1970) were among the first to study naturally occurring
expectations,

They asked teachers to rank students in order of expected

achievement and then observed high and low expectation students,

High

expectation students initiated more contacts with teachers and volunteered more
answers than low expectation students. When low expectation students gave
right answers they were less likely to receive praise, and when they gave wrong

answers they were less likely to receive specific feedback.

These researchers

suggested that high teacher expectations will lead to or sustail student
achievement at high levels, wt1ie low expectations wi diminish or support low
student achieVement
In 1971, Gage noted that the research up to that point showed that
teacher expectancies influenced what teachers try to teach and thus what
students learn.

Borg (1979) documented that students who are taught lass

difficult material and who are presented with less novel instruction will eventually
show correspondingly weaker performance.

Brophy (1983) concludes most

differential teacher expectations are accurate and reality based and most
differential teacher interaction with students represents appropriate response to
differential student need. If this is true, then it is necessary !o gaIn a belter
understanding of the basis on which these expectations are foImed, especially

it student performance is generafty low.

The implicit aSSOOlption is that if

teachers faa to see a relationship between their behaviour and students'
pertormance, they would be less likely to work to improve these students'
performance (Clarke & Peterson. 1986).
In the case of students' perceptions, Parsons (1983) found that students'
interpretations of events, i.e. attributions, self·concepts of abilities, and perceptions of the beliefs of parents and teachers, were more influential determinants
of expectancies, values, and course plans than were objective indicators of
events, such as previous grades and actual teachers' behaviours. In aeXmion,

self-concept of their ability was as powerful a predictor of subsequent grades as
was their past performance in mathematics. Parsons proposed that expectancies
were caused by self-concept of ability, and self·concept of ability was determined
by perceptions of both the effort required to do well and the difficulty of the task.
Covington and Omelich (1981) have argued that self-perception of ability
is the most Important causal factor in most achievement behaviours. Expectations for the future are diminished when on individual does not fE\el capable of
successful performance.

This is particularly true in academic settings where

academic achievement Is so important and Is so often perceived by students to
be a measure of their personal value.

To counteract the threat to their sell·

concept, students tend to blame the system, not themselves.

In a series of

studies, DeBoer (1985, 1986, 1987) found that students are apt to attribute
success to effort and ability, but attribute failure to external factors such as
difficulty of the task or poor instruction.

Local Aspectu of the Problem

As well as attempting to contribute to a general understanding of the
interaction of attributions, e)(pec;tancies and achievement, this study has a
particular focus on a problem within a specific school system. The study grew
out of a broader Investigation by a Task Force on Mathematics and Science
Education established in June, 1988 by the Government of Newfoundland and

labrador.

The mandate of the Task Force was to examine all aspects of

mathematics and science education throughout the provincial school system.
Howe\ler, the investigation was prompted by expressions of pUblic concern o\ler
low levels of achievement by students in mathematics and science programs In
first-year university.
For several years previous, a pervasive concern had been expressed in
educational journals, in academic circles, and In the general population that a
gap existed between secondary and post-secondary levels of education In
Newfoundland. This gap was usually defined in terms of a discrepancy between
what was expected of students in high school and what was expected of
students in university. The assumption was that lower expectations at the high
school level allowed students to obtain higher grades In high school exams, but
did not prepare them for the more rigorous expectations of the university
environment.

An analysis conducted by the School of General Studies at Memorial
University of Newfoundland in the spring of 1986 compared the performance of
students in high school and university courses in the same subject areas.

The

statistics showed that students' grades are generally lower in university (Shawyer,
1987). These findings were consistent with a national study carried out a few
years earlier by the Council of Deans of Science of Ontario universities.
However, as Table 1.1 shows, the Memorial study revealed that students who
had taken the academic mathematics course (Mathematics 3203) in high school,

that is thE: majority of students. had to have obtained a grade of 80% in that
course in Ofder to have obtained a passing grade of 50% (n the first-year preCalculus university course, The implication is that the majority of students who
had passed high school mathematics could expect to fail their ~irst·year university
mathematics course.
A view on science achievement Is provided by the English Canadian part
of the Second International Science Study carried out through the 1980's by the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement. The
results of three specialized tests containing core items in Biology, Chemistry, and
Physics, administered to samples of students in Grades 12 and 13, reveal scores
of less than 50% for students in all Canadian provinces. As Figure 1.1 shows,
however, Newfoundland students were from 10% to 15% lower than the highest
ranking province in all three SUbjects. ware lowest In Physics, second lowest in
Chemistry, and third lowest in Biology.
these low levels of achievement.

Yet, high school results do not reflect

Typically, as illustrated in Figure 1.2, the

average grade of high school students graduating In these science courses is
approximately 70%.
The picture that emerges from these and other studies is that there are
problems in mllthematics and science achievement at the high school and
university levels for Newfoundland students.

Clearly, there is a discrepancy

between achievement levels in high school mathematics and science courses and
achievement levels in first-year university courses. A similar discrepancy exists

Table 1.1
ComparIson of High School and Unlver.lty Performance

HS Advanced 3201IMathematics 150NB
Sample SiZ(i

Correlallon Coetflcienl

286

High School Mark

Expected MUN Mark

HS
HS
HS
HS
HS

MUN
MUN
MUN
MUN
MUN

'0%
80%
77%
70%
60%

0.66

7B%
58%

"'"
38%
18%

HS Advanced 3201 (Mathematics 1010
Sample Size· 184

Correlalion Coelliclenl ·0.50

High School Mark

Expected MUN Mark

HS
HS
HS
HS
HS

MUN
MUN
MUN
MUN
MUN

90%
80%
70%
59%
60%

76%
68%
60%
50%

"'"

HS Academic 3203/Malhemalics 1010
Sample Size

1143

Correlation Coefllcienl· 0.70

High School Mark

Expected MUN Mark

H'
H'
H'H'

MUN
MUN
MUN
"UN

SOtJfce:

'0%

''''
''''
60%

Shawyer, 1987

65%
50%
35%
20%
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between high sc:hooI grades and performance on national standardized normati"8
tests.
Accounting for this discrepancy woUd require an investigation of a variety

of factors inherent in the educational systam at tile high school and university

levels.

These factors would include training and experience of teachers and

inslruetOfs. abUity and afton of students, and a variety of situational circumstances
such as class size

0(

instructional time lost. In other words, to which factors can

the poor performance of students in mathematics and science be attributed?

These factors are major Inltuences on how teachers expect students to

perform and how students themselves expect to perform. Students, teachers
and instructors obviously have had different kinds of training and experience.
This affects how

they Judge students' abffities and efforts relative to the cfrfficulty

01 a course and expect a certain level of performance. These expectations may

be quite different tor teachers and students at different levels of the system_ A
pamphlet designed by the Department of Ma'hemalics and Statistics at Memorial
University for students entering first-year mathematics courses states:
Frst, you must realize that the expectations of your university
instructors are perhaps different from the expectations of your high
sr.hool teachers.

Next, you must make adjustments in order to

cope with thIs. You must determIne what these different expecta·
tions are and try to make any necessary changes in order to
survive. (Shawyer & Williams, 1986)

12
Obviously, university instructors in mathematics believe that their expectations for

students are different from those of high school teachers.

The findings of the mathematicS/science Task Force emphasized the
contrast between seco."ldary 8l~ post-secondary expectations. Crocker (1989)

states:
Most of those in the high school system believe Ihat the university

. is expecting far 100 much of students in their first semester.
Post-secondary officials, on the other hand, feel that their expecta-

tions are al best barely adequate, and that high school standards
leave much to be desired.... The comparative data tend to support

the latter view. (p. 137)
This contrast between the attributions of teachers and instructors as 10 what
constitL.1es the major reason for the poor performance of students, and the
potential influence on that performance thus demands further study.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this investigation was to determine how much emphasis
students, teachers, and instructors give to various attributions for poor student
performance, and to explore the relationships between the attributions of
teachers and students and student achievement in mathematics and science.
The study attempted to answer three questions. First, to which attributions

13
for poor performance in mathematics and science do high school teachers,
university instructors, and first-year university students in mathematics and
science give the most emphasis?

!
t

Second. is there a relatiQnship between

teachers' and students' attributions and students' performance in mathematics
and science? Third. can students' performance in mathematics and science be
predicted from a measurement of the attributions expressed by teachers and
students?

rI

I
I

t

[

Four separate surveys were developed and administered to all high school

r

mathematics and science teachers in the province, all university instructors of

f

first-year mathematics and science courses at Memorial University and Grenfell
College, all first-year university students at the beginning of their !irst semester
at Memorial University and Grenfell College, and a random sample of these same
students at the end of the first semester.

Each survey contained a set 01

statements attributing poor performance by students in mathemalics and science
to a variety 01 causes. The survey items were of the conventional Ukert scale
form. This study drew on these surveys as sources of items having to do with
allributions.
In this study, factor analysis was carried out on the attribution statements
in each survey.

The extracted factors were then examined in terms 01 the

,.
underlying attribution categories provided by attribution research (Cooper &
Good, 1983; Frieze, 1976; Weiner, 1979). Mean response scores were calculated

for each group of respondents on each attribution statement to determine the
relative emphasis given to different types of llttributions. Finally, the relationships
between attribution and achieveml:!nl were examined.
The dependent measures of student achievement were the marks students

obtained from local high school evaluation, provincial public exams, and
university exams In mathematics and science courses. Teachers' and students'
scores on the attributional measures were correlated with these students' marks.
Regrassion analysis was carried oul to investigate further the relationships
between the attributions that teachers and students emphasize and students'
achievement. This analysis also provided a means of determining if students'
performance could be predicted from a measure of their teachers' and !heir own
attributions.
Judging from previous research in this area, strong relationShips were not
expected. However, it I::: important to continue to identify and clarify the network
of attribution variables that underly and moderate expectancy effects, particularly
negative expectancy effects.
student:;' performance.

This is especially true if these effects influence

15
Organization of the Report

An overview of expectancy research, especially as it relates to attribution

theory, Is presented In Chapter 11.

Chapter III provides a description of the

subjects, the data sources and the procedures used in this study.

The

attribution variables are described In Chapter IV based on the results of factor
analysis on the attribution statements for each group of respondents. Respondents' scores on the attribution measures and relationships between the
attribution variables and the achievement measures are examined in Chapter V.
The report concludes with a summary and discussion of the findings in Chapter

VI.

16
CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature
Definitions of 'the Expectancy Construct

An important. though not easily measured, component of any academic
settinu is the existence 01 expectancy effects, that is, the effects on teacher and
student behaviour of the expectations t~ley hold concerning both themselves and

the eduCC'ltional setting.

The expectancy construct has a long history in the

psychological literature and is usually defined in terms of probability, rather than

an all or none belief. Thus, an expectation is a prediction about what will happen

in a given situation, a probability

judgement based on previous learning.

"People enter situations with expectations for self as well as the setting, and
lh~se

expectations in turn can affect their behaviour and outcomes in the

situation" (Gigliotti, 1987). For example, the expectations of high school teachers,
students, and post-secondary instructors quite likely affect their behaviour and
thus the success or failure of the students in high school and post-secondary
institutions.
According to Zuroff and Rotter (1985), psychological constructs require
three types of definition. First, the operational deliMlon contains an objective,
reliable set of operations. Second, these operations are logically related to an
ordinary language or "ideal" definition that explicitly states the referents contained
in the construct.

Third, the systematic definition then describes how the

17

particular construct is related or link.ed to other constructs which together
comprise a well-developed theory.
A review of the literature on expectancy research reveals that different
investigators have different definitions of expectancy and expectancy effecli>. At
the same time, many different methods have been used in the research, resulting

in a large mix of variables, methods, and outcome measures. For example, in
some studies of teacher expectaf1.;ies, the expectancy effect is defined operationally in terms of the teacher's behaviour towards certain groups of students,

such as the amount of praise or criticism the

t~acher

directs at the students. In

other studies, the expectancy effect (s defined in terms of changes in students'
achievement, and the teacher's behaviour is seen as a mediational variable, but
not an effect.
Another factor in expectancy research is the lack of agreement between
supporters of experimental methods of investigation and those involved in
naturalistic studies. Experimental studies are those in which fictitious information
is supplied to subjects whose expectations are thus manipulated. Such studies
have been criticized for lacking external validity (Mitm"n & Snow, 1985), and
generally do not provide strong support for expectancy effects. Dusek (1975)
has concluded that they should more appropriately be called "biasing effects"
Naturalistic studies involving teachers and students dealing with real information,
do generally show a relation between teacher or student expectations and their
behaviour and/or student outcomes. However, a weakness of these correlational

18

studies is the uncertainty of causal inference.

It is always possible thai

unobserved variables underlie the correlation among varietbles observed.
alternative plausible hypotheses can not therefore be ruled out.

All

Rosenthal

(1985), one of the original investigators of teacher expectancy effects, claims that
when expectations are simply measured, rather than varied experimentally. it is
impossible to distinguish between the effects of interpersonal expectations and
the effects of attributes of the expectee, such as gender. ability, and status. His
original study (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968) described how students, whom
teachers were led 10 believe were "late bloomers", performed better on reading
and

la tests than

a control group of students.

It is also apparent from the research that an emphasis on an achievement
or aptitude based set of outcomes or dependent variables may underestimate
the eHects of expectancies.

Meyer (1985) suggests that a more important

question is how students learn to adapt to school demands as a function of the
expectancies under which thAy perform in the school environment. Of particular
interest to this investigation were the results 01 a cross-sectional and longitudinal
study of students in the fifth through twelfth grades. their parents, and teachers
by Parsons and her associates (Parsons, 1983). Using path analyses and cross·
lagged panel analyses as their statistical techniques. the investigators tested the
contribution of various psychological variables to the students' intention to take
additional mathematics courses. Parsons reports that
... students' interpretations of reality (Le.• attributions, self·concepts
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of abilities, and perceptions of the beliefs of parents and teachers)

were more influential determinants of expectancies, values, and
course plans than were objective indicators of past reality (i.e.,
previous grades and actual teachers' behaviours). (p. 137)
In this study, expectations of teachers and students are defined operation-

ally in terms of their scores on the attribution measures. Ideally, this would mean
that if negative attributions are emphasized, Ihen expectations Ihal students will

perform well are low.

The effects of low expectations would then be poor

performance, as measured by scores on the achievement measures.

Theoretical Background and History of Expectancy Research

Two theoretical bodies of literature are relevant to educational applications
of expectancy research.

Social learning theory applies basic psychological

findings regarding learning processes to human learning in social contexts.
Attribution theory studies how people make decisions about how to describe an
event, assign causality for it, and determine responsibility.

Social Learning Theory
Tolman (1932) first discussed the term expectancy in the context of learning
theory.

He believed that learning consists of the acquisition of information

(expectations) concerning the outcome of various responses, and that behaviour
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is determined by an organism's goals and knowledge of paths towards Ihose
goals. A similar view of humans as cognitive goal-seeking organisms was held

by Lewin (1935) who did research on how level of aspiration is related to 90alsetting.

Tolman's (1932) and lewin's (1935) theories led to the development of the

social learning theories of Rotter and Bandura.

Rotter (1954) distinguished

between specific expectancy which is "based 00 past experiences in situations
perceived to be the same" and generalized expectancies "for the same or similar

reinforcements to occur In other situations for the same or functionally related
behaviours" (p. 166). He feels that 10 obtain a better understanding of the effects

of expectancies one must understand the values teachers and students place
upon various reinforcements or goals.

These values may vary considerably

depending upon tha situation (Zuroff & Rotter, 1985). The situational parameters

in an academic setting will of course include a variety of factors ranging from the
nature and difficulty of a course to the personal dlaraeteristics of teachers and
students. Of relevance here is the significance 01 how much control teachers
and students feel they have over particular features of the situation. The locus
of control construct as described by Rotter, Chance and Phares (1972) serves
to distinguish between whether people expect that their own skills and efforts will
<lffecl the outcome (internal locus 01 control), or whether they expect external
factors outside of their control wilt mainly determine the outcome (external locus
of controij. locus of control expectations have been associated with a variety
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of behaviours that underlie successful achievement, such as persistence at tasks
and preference for tasks (Findley & Cooper. 1983).

Of interest to this investigation is the evidence that the relationship
between generalized reinforcement expectancies and actual achievement
outcomes is usually lower for college students than for younger children (Stipek

& Weisz, 1981). Rotter (1975) offers several explanations for the age difference.
First, achievement situations are least novel and least ambiguous for college
students.

Consequently, the predictive power of generalized reinforcement

expectancies should be lower for this group. Second, Rotter believes that those

people whose achievement behaviour is affected by external attitudes are less
likely to go on to college. Finally, he suggests that many college students who
appear to believe that external factors affect their achievement are "defensive
externals", that Is, their claim that reinforcements are externally controlled is only
a defensive mechanism and not a reflection of their true attitudes.
Bandura (1977) made an important distinction between outcome expectation and efficacy expectation. The first is a person's expectation that a given
behaviour will lead to certain outcomes, while the second is a person's expeclation that he or she can successfully perform the behaviour required to produce
the outcome. The latler construct, referred to as self-efficacy, is described by
Bandura as the ability to process information about an event, weigh all the
elements of a prospective situation, and then make judgements abollt how to
deal with that situation (Bandura. 1981). Thus, efficacy expectation is relevant to
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Ihe sense of personal control over a situation. As with locus 01 control expecta-

tions, efficacy expectations have also been :ound to show a re!ationshlp to
academic performance, task persistence, and task choice (as reviewed by
Meece, Parsons, Kaczala, Goff & Futterman, 1982). Bandura (1979) points out
that efficacy expectation can be enhanced or undermined by the interpretations
and experiences provided by bnth teachers and parents.

Attribution Theory
Attribution theory deals with the perceived likelihood of alternative causal
faclors as explanations of observed behaviour. Heider (1958) proposed that the
attributions a person me-kes depend upon factors within Ihe person (perceptions)
as well as factors within Ihe environment. Expectancies in achievement related
contexts are determined by perceived ability and planned effort expenditure
relative to the perceived difficulty of the task.

Heider made the distinction

between internal and external attribution in that a person's behaviour may be
attributed to some disposition of the person himself or to some external factor.
Heider's view is that attributions are affected by ''what ought to be" (value belief),
"what one would like to be" (self-worth belief), as well as ''what is" (perception of
the situation) (p. 120-121).

Also, since causal judgements are usually made

when the event in question is one calling for evaluation, as is the case in this
investigation, attribution theories provide evidence that causal judgements are not
evaluatively neutral (Heider, 1958; Jones and Davis, 1965; Kelley, 1967, 1973).
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Thus. attributions may be positive or negative in their evaluative implications as
well as internal or external in their control implications.
On the basis of Heider's analysis of personal and impersonal causality,
Kelley (1967, 1971, 1972, 1973) has also discussed some of the ways in which

outcomes are attributed to various factors present in the situation.

Kelley

suggested two major principles of causal attribution. The first is the principle of

covariation in which the covariation of potential factors is examined across
situations, persons, time, and modalities. Kelley defined three major factors or

types of information that people use in making attributions.
1.

Consistency is the degree to which a person performs the same

behaviour toward an object on different occasions.

The more consistent his

behaviour, the more likely it is that an internal attribution will be made.
2.

Distinctiveness is the degree to which a person performs differenl

behaviours with respect to different objects. The lower the distinctiveness, thai
is, the more the person performs the same behaviour with respect to different
objects, the more likely it is that an internal attribution will be made.
3.

Consensus is the degree to which other people perform the same

behaviour toward a given object. The higher the consensus, the less likely it is
that an internal attribution wilt be made.
Kelley's theory, therefore, predicts that under conditions of high consensus, high
distinctiveness, and high consistency, external attributions 10 the situation are
most likely to be made. In conditions of low consensus, low distinctiveness, and
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high consistency, Internal attributIons to the person are most likely to occur.

Kelley's (1967, 1971, 1972, 1973) second principle refers to multiple
plausible causes for a particular behaviour.

He proposed that the greater the

number of plausible explanations. the lower the certainty of any given attribution.

Attribution categories In the academic setting.
In the academic setting the perceived causes or attributions of students'

success or failure are closely allied with expectations, and are influential
determinants of expectancy effects.

The original conceptualization concerning

academic attributions and their underlying dimensions was provided by Weiner

and his associates (Weiner, Frieze, Kukla, Aeed, Rest. & Rosenbaum, 1971).
Following Heider (1958), these researchers

suggested that four attribution

categories (ability, effort, task difficulty, and luck) were the most common and
general of the perceived causes of success and failure. Ability is the capability
of an individual to perform a task.
consistent past information.

Ability attributions usually depend upon

Effort refers to how hard one tries to perform a

given task. Task difficulty as a cause of success or failure usually depends upon
pertormance of others on that task. If most fail, then the individual's failure is
most likely to be seen as due to the task being very difficult. Luck inferences
are usually made when the task is perceived as involving chance.
Two dimensions were said to underlie these categories: internal (ability
and effort) versus extemal (task difficulty and luck), and stable (ability and task
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difficulty) versus unstable (effort and luck). Weiner (1974) stated that he and his
associates recognized "a number of deficiencies in the classification scheme" (p.

6). For example, they felt that a stable-effort category and a category which
allowed for ability improvements were missing. Considering these deficiencies,

Frieze (1976) presented an inductively based coding scheme for open-ended
responses. The causal explanations used were generated by fifty-one college
students who were asked to explain success and failure at academic and non-

academic tasks for both selt and others. From this and other studies. Weiner
(1979) pre;;ented a three dimensional classification of causal attributions for
success and failure as illustrated in Table 2.1.
Cooper and Good (1983) carried out a number of studies to determine
how teachers attributed the success or faHure of their students. Their attribution
categories implied differences in the role played by teachers in the performance
of their students within the internality and stability dimensions. Table 2.2 presents
their classification showing the relations between attributions and the teacherinvolvement dimension.

Student attributions.
According to attribution theorists, the explanations that people give for
success or failure in achievement settings affect their emotional reactions to that
performance, their expectancy for future performance, subsequent achievement
behavIour, and future performance Itself (Weiner, 1980). People who attribute
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Table 2.1

Causes 01 Success and Failure ClaGslf[ed According to Locus SlabJlltv and

Imerna!
COntrOllability

Stable

Unstable

External

Stable

Unstable

Uncontrollable

Ability

Mood

Task
Dill.

luck

Controllable

Typical
Elton

Immediate
Elton

Teacher

Helplrom

Bias

Others

Source: Weiner, 1979

their failure to unstable causes such as effort and luck, which may change, are
more likely to persist at a task than those who attribute their failure to stable
causes such as ability and task difficulty, which wilt not change. Dweck (1975)
and others have had success in changing students' allribulions of failure from
lack of ability to lack of eHort and, consequenlly, increasing their persistence in
task situations.

An important observation made by Parsons (1983) is that some students
may assume too soon that their low performance reflects lack of ability which
can't be modified when, in fact, more accurate attributions might be lack of
sufficient skills and/or knowledge, inadequate teaching, or insufficient effort. On
the other hand, Covington and OmeHch (1979) have shown that attributing failure
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Table 2.2
Predicted Relations Between Attributions and the Teacher·lnvolvement p!!nenslon

High Taather Involvement

Low Teacher lnvolvemem

Internal

Acquired characteristics

Ability

Stable

Typical effon

Previous

e~perjence

lnteresllnthe subject

Internal

Stable

External

Intelest lotM sublect
Immediate effort
Auenllon

Physiological

processes

Task

Other students

Teacher

Family

Source: Cooper and Good, 1983

to lack of effort is the preferred attribution among college students. In this way.
they maintain a high self-concept of ability. This is a reasonable strategy as long
as individuals believe they are not trying hard. However, jf they try harder and
still fall, the only conclusion they can draw is lack of ability. Covington and Beery

(1976) argued that many students do not try hard in potential failure situations
in order to avoid this very conclusion. Attributing failure to lack of effort is all
right if additional effort allows one to succeed. The implication is that individuals
may nefld more than attribution retraining, they may also need skill training.
Withotf. this skill training, increased efforts will not lead to an enhanced sense of
competence because increased efforts will not lead to an increase in success.
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In studies with high school students, Kukla (1972. 1978) observed similar
effects of lack of effort attril:Jutlons.

He suggested thai the amount of effort

assumed by students to be .leaded for success may be a key determinant of
achievement behaviour. He argued that students calculate the minimal amount
of effort required 10 succeed on a task based on their estimates of their own
ability and the difficulty of the task.
amount of effort.

Each student will then exert thai minimal

Uncertainity of success leads to the common practice of

avoiding courses that mighllower one's grade point average. For example, able
students planning to attend post-secondary institutions know they need high
grade point averages and may avoid courses thai will lower these grades. Also,
students who view themselves as competent may feel that the amount of effort
needed to do well is excessively high.

These students adapt by avoiding

courses, or by exerting the minimal level of effort necessary to get by.

This

provides the students with a face-saving attribution for their lack of success,
namely, 'I didn't do better because I didn't try as hard as I could.'

This is

psychologically less costly than attributing one's difficulties to lack of abitity.

Teacher attributions.
Teachers' attributions for the causes of students' performances have been
shown to be related to leacher expectancy effects and to certain teacher
behaviour pSltterns (Brophy & Rohrkemper, 1981; Darley & Fazio, 1980). These
include the types of goals that teachers set for students, the ways in which
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teachers control students' behaviour, and the helping behaviour of teachers.
Cooper and Good (1983) have sugested that teachers who hold lower expectations for their classrooms as a whole will teach easier lessons, spend less time
on rigorous academic activity, and accept less than perfect performance.
From the model by Darley and Fazio (1980), Brophy (1982) noted that
teachers use information on students' past performances in making at1ributions

about their present performance so as to maintain a consistent picture.
Teachers' expectancies cause them to behave In a certain way.

Students'

behaviour and performance are interpreted by teachers. If their periormance is
consistent with teachers' expectation, teachers attribute behaviour to studp.nts'
disposition. For example, an expected outcome, such as success by a stl,dent
perceived as high in ability, is likely to be attributed by the teacher to a slable
factor, such as ability.

If their periormance is inconsistent with teachers'

expectation, teacher attributes behaviour to the situation.

An unexpected

outcome, such as success by a student perceived as low in ability, is likely to be
attributed to an unstable factor, such as luck.
Teachers' attributions also appear to be affected by the fact that they are
involved in the process leading to the students' periormance. The degree to
which they feel they have some control over this process influences the kinds 01
attributions they tend to make (Cooper & Good, 1983).
Finally, there is a significant relationship between teachers' attributions to
effort as the cause of students' performance and teachers' feedback to students.
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For example, teachers evaluate high effort students more positively than low
effort students, regardless of ability or performance.

Teachers place a high

premium on siudent effort, and in mosl of the studies done, failures are almost
universally attributed by teachers to lack of effort by students.

Previous re$earch has indicated that students and teachers hold expecta-

tions for each other and these expectations influence student performance.
Expectations, though, are diHicuJl to define in concrete terms and probably more

difficult to measure.

The perceived causes or attributions that students and

teachers express for poor performance by students, however, are closely allied
with their expectations and may be measured more easily. These attributions
may vary considerably depending upon the situation and have varying effects.

Jf it is found that high school teachers, university instructors and students
emphasize different attribut~ons. this ffi\JSt present a conflicting situation for those
students on first entering university.

It may also affect how they adapt to

different demands as a function of the expectancies under which they perform
in these different situations.
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CHAPTER III
Research Methodology
Populatjons and Samples

The targetted sUbjects for this investigation were high school teachers of

mathematics and science courses, university instructors of first-year mathematics
and science courses, and university students enrolled in first-year mathematics
and science courses.

High School Mathematics and Science Teachers

From a survey of Newfoundland schools in October,

1988, it was

determined that there were 1087 teachers teaching high school mathematics or
science courses during the school year, 1988·89.

It was decided to administer

The High School Teacher Survey (Appendix A) to Iha entire population since
the target population was relatively small.

The survey was mailed to schools in November, 1988.

The overall

response rate from the schools was 91%, and from individuals was 74%. SiXlyfour percent of the respondents were teaching Mathematics, 21 % Chemistry, 31%
Biology, 24% Physics, and 15% Earth Science/Geology.

First·Year Mathematics and Science University Instructors
Because of thg relatively small number of science and mathematics
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instructors at. Memorial lKliversity and Grenfell College, k was decided 10 send

The University Instructa' Survey (Appendix A) 10 the entire populatiorl. The
names of the instructors teachilg first-year courses ... mathematics and the
sciences were obtained from the respective departments and 78 surveys were

mailed out in November, 1988. 60 surveys were retumed for a 77% response
rale overaft. Of these Instructors, 53% taught Mathematics, 20% Chemistry, 10%
Biology, and 17% PhysiCS,

Universltv Students
Two separate SUMlYS of university students were carried out, the first al

the beginning of the university semester and the second at the end of the
semester.

All students who enrolled in first-year mathematics COlXseS at

Memorial University and Grenfel College in September. 1988 were targetted 10(

the initial First Year Student Survey (Appencix A).

These students were

requested to complete a diagnostic mathematics inventory when they enrolled.
With the cooperation of Itle two ilstitutions, the student SlrVey was administered
at the same time. From a target population of 2948 students at Memorial,

19~5

or 66% answered the slKVey, and from 502 students at Granten College, 396 or

79% responded.
To determine if there was any difference between those students who had
answered the survey and those who had nol, their marks on the high school

public exams In Academic/Advanced Mathematics were compared.

This
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comparison indicated that those students who answered the survey had achieved

a slightly higher average mark in Mathematics (Academic: 65.7%, Advanced:
68.6%) than those who did not answer the survey (Academic: 61.9%, Advanced:

66.5%).
There were two versions of the initial survey, one containing questions
concerning mathematics and one containing similar questions concerning
science. Students were randomly given one or the other version. Overall, 49%

answered the questions concerning mathematics and 51% answered the
questions pertaining to science.
A random selection of 39 (50%) first-year English classes at Memorial
University and all the English classes at Grenfell College yielded the students for

the fonow-up First Year Student Survey (Appendix A).

This survey was admin-

istered during the last week of November, 1988, just prior to the end of term.
English classes were selected, rather than mathematics

or

science classes, to

ensure that students who had dropped mathematics or science courses would
not be omitted from the survey.

Preliminary interviews with focus-groups of

students at Memorial in October, 1988 had Indicated that a number of students
did inlend to drop mathematics or science courses, but not English courses.
The number of students responding to the survey at Memorial was 906 or 32%
of the first-year student population, and at Grenfell, 300 students Or 63%
completed the survey.
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Table 3.1
Comparisons of Inl1la'.ncJ Follow·Up Survey Sludenl8

Percentage
Background

InKlaiSurvey

Percentage
Follow.UpSurvey

198aGraduate

87

80

Educaled in Newfoundland

9.

94

University Graduate Parents

23

28

Professional Parents

31

26

Larger Size School

72

As a check on possible bias in the follow-up survey, respondents were
compared on selected variables. As can be seen from Table 3.1, the similarities
between the stUdents responding to the Initial survey and those responding to

the follow-up survey are high.

Similarly. as can be seen from Table 3.2, the

percentage enrollment of the sample in the various mathematics and science
courses COfresponds to that of the university population.

Sampling Error

An data derived from sample surveys are subject to sampling error.
Sampling error is defined as the difference between the characteristics of a
sample and the characteristics of the population from whicn the sample was
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Table 3.2
Comoarlson or Follow-Up Sample with Populallon Course Enrollment

Course

Sample
Percentage

Population

Percentage

BIology 1001

29.'

29

Chemistry 1000

21

20

Chemistry 1800

10

PhysiCS10SO

Physics 1200

18

"

Mathematics 1000

16.5

13

Mathemallcs 1050

13

Mathematics lOBO

48

Physics 1000

51

drawn. The size of such error depends on sample size and on the particular

features of the sampling design.

In the case of the high school leachers,

university instructors, and the initial group of students, the entire target papulations were surveyed. Since the response rates were high, there is no evidence

of bias from these groups. In the case of the follow-up group of students, the
intent of this study was to select a simple random sample from the larget
population of first·year students.

The technique actually used departed from

simple random sampling procedure in two ways.

First, intact English classes

were surveyed. Second, the classes were those taught by English instructors
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who had agreed to allow their students to participate in the survey. Thus, there
were two possible sources of error: a cluster effect and a potential bias because
of the instructors. Both of these were judged Insignificant, since the students

involved would have been randomly distributed across mathematics and science
classes at the two institutions. Therefore, simple random sampling assumptions
were used in calculating sample error. Percentage sampling errors for selected

sample sizes appropriate to this study are presented in TJ:lble 3.3.

For res·

ponses expressed in percentage terms, the sampling error for a simple random
sample is given by the relationship:

D

= l.~EQ (1-0)
n

where 0 is the percent error, P and

N

a are the percentages in the two categories

of response, assuming a response/no response dichotomy for any choice within
an item, n is the sample size. N is the population size, and 1.96 is the constant
representing the number of standard error units for a confidence interval of 0.95.
The error may be interpreted as meaning that the percentage response lor the
entire population would be expected to be within plus or minus 0 of the sample
value, 95 times out of 100. For exampll'!, if 0 is 2.8 percent for a given sample,
we can say with 95 percent confidence that the population value will lie within
plus or minus 2.8 percent of the sample value given in a lable of data.
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TliDie :\.3

Percent-ae Semollnq ErrOle lor V.rlous Sample

SsmpleSize

S~ ••

Percentage Error (.95 CQnflClence LoYOI)
p - 9lI
p:= 50

900

1.7

BOO

1.8

2.8

500

2.4

4.0

300

3.4

5.6

Description of the Survey Instruments

The four surveys used in this study were constructed in basicalty the same
format.

Information was collected from high school teachers and unlven;ity

instructors about their teaching workload, leaching and evaluation practices, and

their teaching experience and academic qualifICations.

From the r.st-year

university students, information was collected about their home and school
backgrounds, high school experiences, and their workload and programs in

university.
The information for this study. however, was oblained from a section in

each survey which concentrated on problems that those involved in the
educational system often identity in mathematics and science teaching and
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learning. Using a Likert scale, respondents were asked to indicate the extent of

their agreement

or disagreement with statements

thai attributed

poor

performance by students in mathematics and science to a variety of causes.
Although thl3 statements were tailored to the particular group of respondents,
they generally referred to the same types of attributions: lack of student ability,
lack of student effort. lack of qualified teachers/instructors, lack of attention \0
students by teachers!inslruclors; and a variety of situational circumstances.
The High School Teacher Survey contained 21 such statements whereas
the University Instructor SUNey contained 33 statements.

There we:"s two

versions 01 the initial University Student Survey, one containing 26 statements
pertaining to problems in mathematics and the other with a similar set of
questions but in reference to science, The follow·up University Student Survey
contained '13 statements to be answered by all respondents and a set of 25
questions each concerning Mathematics, BJo)ogy, Chemistry, and Physics to be
answered by students who were taking courses in these subjects.
It must be noted that the surveys used in this study were not constructed
specifically as attribution instruments, Rather. they were developed as part of a
broader investigation attempting to identify the extent of the problems in the
educational system which would account lor the poor perfOfmance of so many
students in mathematics and science. From a combination of submissions from
individuals and groups in the educational field, and interviews and focus-group
discussions with teachers, instructors students, and administrators, an extensive
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inventory of ~ems was built up reflecting a variety of perceived causes lor poor
performance by students. From this inventory were drawn the items whk:h were

eventually used in the surveys.
Since the focus was on identifyi1g problems, this led 10 most of the items
being stated In negative formal Consequently, unrlke most attribution research
which attempts to identify teachers' and students' perceived causes for both
success and failure, thIs study concentrated mainly on the reasons for failure.
There has been considerable dIscussion and controversy concerning

supposed differential expectancies that high school teachers, university
instructors, and students have towards what is required of students for academic
success.

Much of the expectancy research that has been carried out in the

twenty years since the publication of Rosenthal and Jacobsoo's (1968) Pygmalion

in the Classroom has focused on the effects 01 differential expectations on
student achlevemenl with varying results.
The original purpose of this study was to determine if different expecta·
tions for success or failure are held by teachers, inStructors, and students, and
if so, to what extent they might influence student performance in mathematics
and science.

Review of the research, however, revealed that teachers' and

students' attributions for the causes of students' performance are influential in the
process that leads to expectancy effects. Also, many researchers, including
Cooper (1985) pointed out that further work needed to be done i1 describing
how and on what factors teachers and students come to formulate expectancies.
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For these reasons, and because il was felt that the measurement of attributions
is

more readily determined by survey

research than the more nebulous construct

of expectancy, il was decided to concentrate on the measurement of attributions.
Two important factors to be considered when developing survey instruments are the validity and the reliability of the instruments.

~

A commonly used definition of validity is that It is the degree to which an
instrument measures what it purports to measure (Talmage, 1976).

There are

several different approaches to determining whether an instrument is measuring
what it is supposed to measure. However, the main aspect of validity of interest
here is construct validity.

Construct validity refers to the degree to which scores have been derived
from or can be used 10 support a theoretical base.

If an instrument has

construct validity, scores will vary according to the predictions of the theory
underlying the construct.

To test for construct validity it is necessary to use

correlational, experimental and logical evidence to determine if the results are
consistent with the theoretical predictions.

In this study, three validation

procedures provide evidence lor the construct validity of the survey instruments.
First, factor analysis of each of the

survey~

was used as a means of

establishing construct validity. The underlying constrlJct system of this study was
derived from attribution theory which deals with the perceived likelihood of
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alternative causal factors as explanations of observed behaviour. Drawing from
the proposals of Heider (1958), Keney (1967), Weiner and his associates (1971).

and Cooper and Good (1983), it was hypothesized that certain attribution
categories would be identified by the respondents to the surveys.

As detailed in Chapter IV, the faclor analysis results supported this
hypothesis.

Distinct types of attributions were delineated by high school

teachers, university instructors, and university students. Although the students
did not distinguish between the predicted attribution categories as clearly as did
the teachers and instructors, their responses supported Kelley's second principle.
Kelley (1967) proposed that the greater the number of plausible explanations, the
lower the certainty of any given at1ribution.

Overall, the results of the factor

analysis were consistent with the theoretical predictions.
Second, previous attribution research has provided evidence that teachers
and students have preferred attributions for failure by students (Brophy & Good,
1970; Covington & Omelich, 1979; DeBoer, 1987; Kukla. 1972,1978). The results
of this study support that evidence.
In the case of the high school teacher and university instructor surveys,

it was predicted from the research that teachers and instructors would attribute
poor performance by students mainly to lack of effort on the part of the students
and least to teacher characteristics.

The results were consistent with this

prediction. The highest mean scores were obtained for statements that attributed
poor student performance to students not working hard enough and wasting
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time. The lowest mean scores were obtained for statements that attributed poor
student performance to factors such as teachers/instructors not paying enough
attention to students and teachers/instructors expecting too much from students.
In the case

at the student surveys, it was more difficult to preDICt students'

attributions based on the research available. However, it could be predicted that

in the initial student survey students' expectations of university courses being
more difficult than high school caUl ses would be high. This proved to be the

case, as highest mean scores were obtained on both the mathematics and
science versions of :he survey for statements that alluded 10 these expectations.
In the follow-up survey, it was predicted. again from the research, that students

who attributed their poor porformance to lack of ability or the difficulty of the
courses would be less likely to persist in these courses. This also proved to be
the case, as statisticalty significant correlations were obtained between responses
by students in the various sUbject areas to the statement -I would never take
another course- and statements such as "I find math/science difficult, even
though 1study hard" and "Only the best students can bE' expected to do weir.
Finally, several other lactOfs may be considered as contributing to the
validity of the survey instruments. The items were COf1structed by persons with
extensive experience In survey construction in conjunction with high school
science and mathematics teachers with approximately fifteen years teaching
experiellce each. Also, a preliminary version of the follow-up student survey was
submitted to a group of first-year university students to determine their interpreta-
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lion of the meanings of the varIous attribution slatements. As a result, minor
r:ldjustments were made to the wording of various statements for the final version.

In addition. throughout the Fall of 1988, prior to and concurrent with the
development o{ the surveys, focus-group discussions were held with random
samples of high school teachers, university instructors and first-year university
students. From these discussions were obtained an estimatlon of their attributions or perceived causes of poor performance by students in mathematics and
science at the high school and university levels.

Reliability
A reliable instrument gives measurements which are consistent and
repeatable. Reliability is defined alternatively as the level of internal consistency
or stability of the measuring device over time (Talmage, 1976; Bartz, 1979). Time
constraints and cost were just two of the logistic considerations which limited the
administration of the four surveys used in this investigation to the one occasion.
Because the surveys were part of a policy study, the emphasis was placed on
producing Instruments that would supply information on which firm recommendations for policy changes could be made in a reasonable amount of time.
Thus, in this investigation, reliability has to be assessed from a single
application of an instrument.

An internal estimate is thus required. The mosl

obvious solution is to split the instrument into two comparable halves, and then
to correlate scores an these. This was not possible in this case. A decision was
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made during the construction of these surveys to eliminate redundant items that

could have been used

'Of

such a reliability estimate. This was done in the

interest of producing concise instruments from which as much infonnation as
possible could be obtained. without imposing a lengthy doaJlTlent on the various

groups of respondents.

Also. although lengthening a questionnaire tends to

inctease the associated reliabilir/. this can mask the effect of unsuitable items
(Youngman, 1979).

Despite these limitations, il was possible to obtain an estimate of the
reliability of the sections in each survey containing the attribution statements that
were used in this study. Internal consistency refers to the degree to which each

item in an instrument contributes to the measurement of some aspect of thaI
which is being measured (Talmage. 1976; Bartz. 1979). Evidence of this aspect
of reliability may be obtained from the results of the various factor analyses that

were carried out on each of the surveys. These results are described in more
detail in Chapter N, so a brief summary is presented here.
For both the High School Teacher Survey and the University Instructor
Survey, factor analysis produced definite groupings of attribution statements that
referred to various aspects of a particular attribution. This is evidence that the
teachers and instructors responded to these items in a consistent manner. For
example, statements such as: students nOI capable of understanding mathe·
matics concepts, students select courses they cannot handle, and students
cannot handle challenging problems, had their highesl loadings on the same
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factor for each of these surveys, indicating high correlations between similar
attribution statements.
Although this may seem to merge the concept 01 reliability with that of
construct validity discussed earlier, there is a difference in how factor analysis
supports both concepts.

In the case of construct validity, the grouping of the

statements inlo definite categories was consistent with the theoretical predictions

of attribution theorists. In the case of reliability, the consistency of response to
various logically similar statements provide evidence for reliability.
For the initial and follow-up University Student Sur-fays, although the

response pattern was quite different from that obtained from high school
teachers and university instructors, factor analysis highlighted the consistency of
the students' responses. Factor analysis was carried out on seven ditterent sets
at attribution statements: the mathematics version and the science version 01 the

initial survey, and the general, mathematics, biology, chemistry, and physics
sections of the follow-up survey.

Whereas inconsistent or random responses

would have produced low loadings on the factors generated by the analysis,
quite the contrary results were produced. For each set of attribution statements,
many of the statements had very high loadings on one factor and most had high
loadings across the factor matrix. The communalities (h2j were thus generally
high for each statement and, indirectly, this can be taken as a measure of the
reliability of the statements. The unique variance (1-h 2 ) is the sum of specific and
error variance (or unreliability), and if this total variance is low, then the unrsli-
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ability is also low.

As the results presented in Chapter 4 indicate, this is

evidence of internal consistency in the responses by students to the attribution
statements.

Research Design and Procedures

The first part of this investigation was designed to determine the degree

to which high school teachers, university instructors, and first-year university
students attribute various causes for problems in mathematics and science
acl1ievement in high school and university. For this purpose, separate questionnaires were developed for and administered to each group. Each questionnaire
contained statements, with which individuals could agree Dr disagree, which
could theoretically be classified into four attribution categories: inadequacies in
student ability; inadequacies in student effort; inadequacies in characteristics of
teacher/instructor ; inadequacies in the situation.

With the exception of the

situation category, these categories were derived from attribution research.
Students andlor teachers were asked to give causal explanations for academic
success or failure, and their open·ended responses were coded (See Frieze,
1976; Weiner, 1979; Cooper & Good, 1983).
Factor analysis was carried aut on selected statements from each survey
10 determine if Ihe four hypothesized categories were in fact distinguished by the
various groups of respondents. The factor analysis also allowed for a

more

in
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depth Investigation of the relationships among the attributions as perceived by

the different groups of respondents.

As described in the literature review,

attribution theory suggests that people who express different attributions for
success or failure in an academic setting, may have different expectations and

exhibit different behaviours.

It may thus be conjectured that if the various

respondents in this study do express different attributions, their expectations and
behaviours are also different.

High School Teacher Attributions and School Marks
The second part of the investigation was designed to explore the
relationship between the attributions of high school teachers and the marks they
assign students, and the relationship between university student attributions and
their academic performance in high school and university.
One of the ways in which teachers express their expectations of students
is by the grades they assign.

Grades reflect a teacher's interpretation of the

degree to which students have demonstraled their mastery of the subject malfer.
To assess the relationship between teachers' attributions and the grades they
assign, the school marks submitted by teachers for each student were used in
the analysis.
The process of matching teachers and students by school and subject for
analysis involved building a series of files. From the High School Teacher Survey
file seven groups of teachers were identified as teaching those mathematics or
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science courses which are the final courses offered in those subjects in high
school. These courses are Advanced Mathematics 3201, Business Mathematics

3202, Academic Mathematics 3203, Biology 3201. Chemistry 3202, Geology 3203,
and Physics 3204.

Each group of teachers was selected out of the main file

and placed in a separate file. A public exam file, containing the school marks
submitted by teachers for each student in June, 1988, was obtained from the
provincial Department of Education. From this file, students having school marks
in each of the seven subjects listed above were identified and selected. Each

group of students was then aggregated to the school level, reSt ·!ting in a
separate file for each subject containing the school marks of students in that
subject for every high school in the province. Finally, the students' school marks
in each subject at each school were matched to the teacher of that subject at
that school. This produced a file for each group of teachers containing their
attribution response scores and the school marks that they had assigned to
students the previous school year.
Because student grades and teacher surveys were conducted in different
school years, a possibility exists of a mismatch between teachers and students.
That is, teachers responding to the survey in October, 1988 may not have been
teaching at the same school or teaching the same subject in June, 1988. There
is no direct measure of the degree of mismatch. However, 84% of the teachers
who responded had been teaching more than five years, so the majority, if not
all, of the teachers had been teaching the previous year.

Since mobility of
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teachers is very limited, it is likely that they were teaching at the same school.
Also, since teachers were identified according to the subiect that they usually
teach. it is probable that they were teaching the same subject or subjects in the

previous year. In most cases, only one teacher is assigned to a subject in a

school. making within-school mismatches unlikely.
For the analysis. scattergrams were plotted and product-moment
correlations computed between students' school marks in each subject and theIr
teachers' attribution scores.

Multiple regression analysis of teacher attribution

scores on school marks was done to determine if any attribution statements or

combinations of statements by feachers would prove useful as possible
predictors of students' school marks.

Student Attributions and Academic Performance
Since students' perceptions of the probable causes for their success or
failure may influence their academic performance and their expectations of future
performance, product-moment correlations were computed between their
attribution scores and scores on the following achievement measures: (a) public
exams in high school mathematics and science courses, and (b) final grades in
first-year university mathematlcs and science courses.
Multiple regression analysis was also done of students' attribution scores
on their final grades in first-year university mathematics and science courses to
determine if any attribution statements or combinations 01 statements would
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prove useful as possible predictors of student performance in these courses.
Students' public exam marks in their high school mathematics and science
courses were also entered into the regression as an indicator of student ability.
The percentage of variance in university achievement accounted lor by sludent

ability could then be determined and the extent to which students' attributions
explained the residual variance predicted from the analysis.

The description of the attributional data collected from the surveys is
discussed in Chapter IV. The relationships between the attribution scores and
student achievement are discussed in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER IV

Description of the Attribution Variables
factor Analysis of the Anrlbutloo Statements

Attribution research has identified a variety of categories, ranging

anywhere in number from four (Weiner at ai, 1971) 10 seventeen (Cooper &
Burger, 1980), of attributions or causes of student academic success or failure
as perceived by teachers and/or students. Although similarities and differences
exist between the various coding schemes used by different researchers, the
most common categories, !'lccounting for the highest percentage of references,
were ability of students, effort exerted by students, and teacher characteristics.
Classification of the attribution statements in each of the four surveys used

for this investigation led to a logical reduction of those statements into the three
main categories Identified in the research literature. A fourth category was added
to include Ihose statements that referred to a variety of situational characteristics
such as class size, school facilities, and influence of external public exams. It
was thus hypothesized that the statements pertaining to pi obiems in student
performance and achievement in mathematics and science could be reduced to
four attribution categories: ability, effort. teacher, and situation.
Initial exploratory factor analysis using principal components analysis and
rotation of the extracted factors by the varimax technique was carried out on the
selected statements in each of the lour surveys. Crawford's (1975) recommenda-
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tions that a factor matrix have few factors, account for a large proportion of the
overall variance, and have at least three high loadings per factor in conjunction
with

a large number 01 near zero loadings were generalty observed, for a good

resolution of the dimensionality issue. The faclor matrices produced indicated

that the approximately fifteen to twenty statements in each survey could be
reduced to a smaller number of factors, based on eigenvalues > 1, which
represented different attribution dimensions.
Simple confirmatory factor analysis, which set the number of factors to be

extracted at four. was then carried out to determine if the four hypothesized
attribution categories would be confirmed. The varimax factor rotation matrices
produced by the confirmatory factor analysis for each of the four surveys are
tabulated in Tables 4.1 to 4.6. In each table the highest loading on a factor for
each variable as well as any loading greater than or equal to .30 are given.
Traditionally, loadings of over .50 are taken to define a factor white those over

.30 can be used to add detail (Youngman, 1979).

High School Teacher Survey
Table 4.1 gives the factor loadings of attribution statements in thB High
School Teacher Survey.

The four extracted factors accounted for 39% of the

common variance. The six selected statements attributing poor performance by
students to lack of ability had their highest loadings on Factor 1; the two
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Table 4,1
HIgh School Teacher Survey Varlmax Faclor Malrlx

Attrlbullon Item

AbllJly
students not capable understanding
concepts
students weak In bask: concepts
students can't handle courses
students can't handle problems
students can't do hOmework
students lack math SkillS lor science

Effort
Sludents don't work hard enough
sludents waste lime in class
Teacher
teachers marks afe 100 high
teachers e~pect too much
teachers nOI aUentive tosludents
teachers are not qualiliedlo leach
Slluation
classes 100 large
university requirements have too
much inlluence
pUbliC exams have too much Inlluence
100 much class time is lost

Factor 1

FaCIOI' 2

Factor 3

Factor'l

.71
.<2
.51
.40
.49

.63
.53
.49

·63

.3'
.51
.3'

.3'
.12

.10
.46

selected statements attributing poor performance by students to lack of effort
had their highest loadings on Factor 2; and three of the four selected statements
attributing poor performance to deficient teacher characteristics had their highest
loadings on Factor 3, Only two of the four situation statements loaded highly on
Factor 4, whereas two statements had their highest loadings on other factors,
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Thirteen of the sixteen selected statements may thus be reduced to four distinct
attribution categories.
It was not surprising that the four silJallon statements did not load highly
on the same factor as they represent diverse characteristics of the high school

setting.

External influences on teaching, namely that of public exams and

university requirements, Bre seen as comprising a separate category, but large
class size is associated with students wasting time in class and time lost on non·

instructional activities is identified with teacher behaviour.

The high negative

loading of the statement 'teachers expect 100 much' on the student effort factor

is reasonable in that if teachers agree that students do not work hard enough.
it is logical that they will disagree that teachers expect too much.

University Instructor Survey

Table 4.2 gives the factor loadings for the attribution statements in the
University Instructor Survey. The four extracted factors accounted for 50% of tile
common variance.

The four selected statements attributing poor student

performance to lack of ability had their highest loadings on Factor 1; the three
selected statements attributing poor performance by students to lack at effort
had their nighest loadings on Factor 2; three of the five selected statements
attributing poor student performance to deficient teacher characteristics had their
loadings on Factor 3; and five of the seven selected statements attributing poor
performance to situational characteristics had their highest on Factor 4. Fifteen
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Table 4.2
UnIversity Instructor Survey VllrlmllX Fllctor Mlltrlx

Altribullon Item

AblUty
students
students
students
students

not capable succeeding
should have enlrance requirements
can't handle COlJrses
can't handle exams

Factor 1

Factor 2

FaC10r3

Factor 4

.51

.7E
.60
.49

Effort

students don'twork hard enough
students have poor study habits
students can't keep up pace
TeIcher
high school teachers not trained
instructors lack time 10rsludenlS
instructors not prepared to teach
instructors expectations tOO hIgh
high school teachers not prepared to teach
Situation
high school inadequate preparation 'or
university
university should adjust courses
high SChool inadequately prepares students
high school marks are too high
university classes are too large
more classes needed
university content should match high school
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77

sa
.44

.50
.76
.57
.66

.6l

-.54
74
66

.72
-.52

of the nineteen selected statements may thus be reduced to four distinct
attribution categories,
It is interesting to note that the two teacher statements that did not have
their highest loadings on Factor 3 referred to insufficient training and preparation
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of high school teachers to teach mathematics and science, whereas the other

three statements in this category referred to university instructor deficiencies.
Obviously, university instructors associate students' lack of ability more with high
school teacher deficienci035 than with deficiencies of instructors at the university
level.
The two negative loadings on Faclor 4 refer to inadequate featllres of the

university selting, whereas the high positive loadings refer to the high school
setting. This indicates that while references to bolh situations have a common
factor, university instructors tend to agree that high school situational character·
istics contribute to poor performance by students, bul tend to disagree that the
university situation may also contribute to this outcome.
As was the case \'/ith thA high school teacher survey, the two situation
statements referring to large class size and the need for more class time did not
load highly on the situation factor. In this case, large class size was associated
with university instructors lacking time to deal with individual students. and the
need for more class time was associated with lack of student ability.

Initial University Student Survey
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 give the factor loadings for the attribution statements
in the mathematics and science versions respectively of the initial University
Student Survey. The attribution items are the same in both versions. The four
extracted factors accounted for 68% of the common variance for the mathematics
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version and 43% of the common variance for the science version.
What seems to emerge from this factor analysis

is a distinction between

general and personal attributions to lack of ability and effort rather than a
distinction between ability and effort.

Personal Claims 01 finding math/science

difficult, giving up on hard problems, never taking another course, fll"lding dasses

dun, concepts too advanced. and public exams too difficult formed one
dimension on Factor 1. General statements about studenllack of ability and lack
of effort tended to load on Faclor 2 and attributions to teachers loaded on Factor

3.

A fourth factor containing the situational items also emerged, although

students tended to link those statements about task difficulty more closely with
personal ability and afton:.
A pattern of four attribution categories is thus supported by the factor
analysis. Students' attributions, however, were somewhat different from those of
teachers and instructors. Students did not distilguish between ability and effort
statements pertaining to them personally.
cfrfficulty, shared a convnon factor.

These attributions, along with task

The four attribution categories thaI may b~

derived from factor analysis of the initial sludent survey are, personal ability and
effort; general study ability and effort; teacher characteristics: and situation
characteristics.
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Table 4.3
Initial University Student SUNfI'l IMath VersIon) Varlmax Flctor Rotallon

Anfilulion Item
Ability
students 00 capable ooderslalP'lg concepts
on~ best students should do math
I lind math dilflCult

faetOf1

.37
.5'
.94

Faetor2

.61
.43

F3Clor3

.40

Faetor4

.3'

EO""
students dO(l'1 work hartl enough
students satisfied 10 bafllly pass
I give up on hard problems easily
I would never do another math

Teacher
teachers don't know subject well
leachers not allentlveto studenls
high school classes dul
studentS allowed pass wilh lillie

understanding
teachers can', keep otder in clan
Slluatlon
lacililies lnadequale
lime lor course inadequate
concepts too actvanceJ
ptjlIic exams too difficUI

.<0

."

.71

.82

...

.67

.45

.42

.36

.64

.33

.70
.4.

.69

.59

.38
.72
.35

.30

-'"

Follow-Up Universltv Student Survey
Factor analysis was carried out on attribution statements contained in live
sections of the follow-up student survey: a general section referring to university
courses overall which was answered by a\1 students, and a section each for
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics to be answered by students laking
courses in these subjects. The varimax factor rOlation matrix produced by the
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Tlble 4.4
Inltl.I Unlve... !ly Student Survey /Selenee VlMalon) V.tlm.x Factor Rot.lIon

Attribulionllem

Factor 1

Factor 2

Faetor3

Fac1or4

Ability
students not capabfe undefstanding concep(s

ontt best

students should do science
Iflnd sciencedilflCWt

.<1
.31

.33

.7'

Effor1

.70
.68

students don'l wDI'k hard enough
students satisfied to barely pass

1 give up on hard problems easily
I would never do another science

.71

.70

Teacher
.69

leachers don't know subjeCt well

teachers not altentlve to students
high school classes dull
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.5.

stodents allowed pass with little

understanding

.54
.36

teachers can', keep order In cia$!

.56

Situation

.66

faCilities inadequate

lime lor c:ourse Inadequale

.75

concepts 100 advanced

.65

public exams too ditflCUl

.57

.36

confirmatory factor analysis for the general section is presented in Table 4.5.
Since none 01 the statements in this section referred to lack of student effort,
the criterion set for the factor analysis of this section was lor the extraction 01
three factors. These three factors accounted for 44% of the common variance.
As with the initial student survey, personal statements of ability and
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estimates of task difficulty are loaded on Factor 1, indicating an ability dimension.

Three af the five statements referring to instructors may be said to form a
teacher dimension.

However, students associated higher expectations of

instructors with their own lack of ability rather than with the other attributions 10

instructors. The statements under Factor 3 form a general situational category.
The varimax factor matrix for the Mathematics section is presented in Table
4.6. The four factors extracted accounted for 75% of the common variance, with

Factor 1 alone accounting for 59%. Although not as distinct as those of the
olher surveys, the pattern discernible from this matrix illustrates three categories.

A!l ability dimension loaded on Factor 1, teacher attributions on Factor 2 and an
effort dimension on Factor 3. Because most of the statements had loadings of
.30 or greater on Factor 1, it is likely that students associated these attributions
with lack of ability.

11 may be that students perceive that many of the problems

attributed to poor performance in mathematics and science are oriented around
their inability to do well. for whatever reason. The fact that the statement 'would
never take another course' had it highest loading on the same factor as the
ability attributions indicates that students associated not persisting in the course
with lack of ability rather than lack of effort. This is consistent with attribution
theory which links lack of ability attributions with lowered expectations of
students.
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Table 4.5
Follow-Up Univertilly Student Survey (General SectIon) Varlmllx Factor Matrix

Attribution Item
Ability
harder to get good marks In university
only best students expected 10 do well
difficult. to keep up with assignments
Teacher
courses better taught In unhlersity
university classes dull
instructors' expecaUons higher than teachers'
not enough help outside class time
instructors not tolerant of students' problems
Situation
not prepared in high school
math/science reputation 01 being more difficult
situation so bad. I feel like quitting

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

.71

.50
.63

.31

-.75

.57

.36

.48

.71
.75
.58
.53
.39

..7

The correlation matrices produced by the factor analysis of each of the
science sections indicated that many of the intercorrefalions among the
attribution variables were highly significant.

These intercorrelations were also

evident in the factor matrices where all of the statements had moderate to high
loadings on at least three of the factors.

This was likely due to the fact that

relatively smaller percentages of students responded to these particular sections.
Thus, distinct categories 01 attributions could not be identified from these
sections of the follow-up survey.
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Table 4.6

Follow-Up UnIversity Student Survey (Math Section) Vadmax Factor Malrll

Factor 1

Aluibullon Item

FaclOf2

Fador3

F<lctor 4

AbilIty

dillicult to keep up pace
concerned I might llil
only best students expected to do well
Effort
lime spern $ludylng
time seeing Instructor

lime attending tutorials
I would never do anolher COUfse

.7'
.7'
.55

.39

.32

.31

.52
.72
.71
.36

.32
.83

.75

Teacher
inslructOI expects sludems 10 Jail
instructor diflicult to understand
tesls don't represent course

.3'
.55
.62
.30

Situation
more difficult in university
high school does no! prepare for university

.7'
.6'

lXIiVersity grading $e'lere

.66
.50
46

.42

.34

00

.31

.'3
.35

Summary of Factor AnalysIs Resulls

The factor-analytic techniques used in this study pro....ed to be quite useful.

The aims of summarizing the interrrelaliooships among the variables in a concise

manner as an aid in conceptualization of categories of attributions, and of
identifying the differences between the various groups of respondents were
generally achieved. The results indicated that instructors, teachers and students
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identified distinct categories of attributions.

They also illustrated thai the views

01 the associations between specific attributions were sometimes quite different.
High school teachers and university instructors made a definite distinction
between categories of attributions for poor performance in mathematics and
science by students. They were student ability, student effort, teacher/instruclor
characteristics, and situation ctlr1racteristics.

However, instructors associated

students' lack of ability with inadequate training of high school teachers in
mathematics and science.

Inadequacies 01 instructors formed a separate

category not related to effort or ability of students. In the situation category, the
negative loadings af university deficiencies compared with the positive loadings
of high school deficiencies on the same factor, showed thaI instructors associated the latter attribution, but not the former, with poor performance by :::tudents.
A difference between high school teachers and university instructors was the way
they viewed large class size as an attribution. High schoolteachers associated
this variable with lack of student E:lffort. University instructors, on the other hand,
associated large class size with attributions to their own deficiencies. This seems
to indicate thatlhey see large classes as one possible reason for

any attributions

that may be made to their own performance. High school teachers, on the other
hand, see large class size as contributing to lack of student effort such as
students wasting time in class.
University students, unlike their teachers and lnSiructors, did not distinguish between ability and effort attributions. The results of the factor analysis
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indicated that students assoclaled persooal lack of ability with lack of e"ort and

also with the difficulty of the task.

They did not differentiate between these

attributions as sepa.rate contributors to poor performance in mathematics and

science.

As would be expected, intention nol to take another mathematics

andior science course were associated with these personal attributions.
Statements about lack of ability and effort of students in general were also
~nked,

but formed a separate category from Ihe personal attributions.

This

suggests that students make different assumptions abcut other students than

they do about themselves.

Attributions to teachers and attributions to various

situational characteristics also formed separate categories. Thus, four attribution
categories were derived from factor analysis of the student survey.

They were

personal ability and ellort, general student ability and effort, teacher characteristics, and situation characteristics.
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CHAPTER V

Relationships Between Attributions and AchIevement

Anrlbution Scores

The attribution statements corresponding to perceived causes of poor
performance by students in mathematics and science represent deficiencies in

several areas: ability of students, effort exerted by students, behaviour and
qualifications of high school teachers and university instructors, and characteristics of the high school and university settings. Higher mean scores indicale a
greater agreement thai a perceived deficiency is a cause of poor performance

by students in mathematics and science.

Factor analysis on the high school

teaCher survey and the university instructor survey identified underlying dimensions that corresponded with the proposed categories 01 attributions. Essentially,
the items Wefe combined to form scales, each with a mean score.

The mean

scores of the respondents to th.1 group of statements under each of the
categories identified from the lactor analysis are given in Table 5.1 for teachers
and instructors.
The data in Table 5.1 suggest that university instructors and high school
teachers attributed poor perfcrmance by students in mathematics and science
somewhat differently. Givan the size althe standard error, thp.se differences are
statis'JcaJ1y significant. Instructors tended to give greater emphasis to the
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Table 5.1
Mean Response Scores on Attllbutlons ror Telch.fa and Inelruetors

AllribotJon Cagegory

Unlversitylnslruclors
(n=60)

High School Te.:Jchers

(n_a09)

SE

X

'E

3.01

.05

2.81

.02

Student Etlan

3.17

.07

2.90

.02

High School Teacher

3.15

.08

2.2<l

.01

High School Situation

3.21

.0.

2.56

.01

Universitj'lnstruclor

2.38

.08

University Sili,:alion

2.26

.05

Student Ability

insufficiencies of high school preparation of sluder/;!'); and teachers' training Ihan

did teachers.

Instructors' attributions to university situational and instructor

characteristics and teachers' attributions to high school situational and leacher
characteristlc..<; were given feast emphasis.

Bolh instructors and teachers,

however, indicated that lack of stuoont effort is more a cause of poor perlormance than lack of ability.
A!though the attributional statements in the student surveys were reduced
to distinct categories by the factor analysis tech:,ique, it is perhaps more
interesting 10 consider student responces to individual statements. For the initial
survey, the scale ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). For
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the follow-up survey the scale ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly
agree).

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 outUne the mean response scores on attribution

statements 01 students responding to the initial and follow-up student surveys
respectively. The statements have been grouped under the categories identified

by the factor analysIs: general student ability and effort, persona! ability and
effort, teacher characteristics, and situational characteristics.
To determine if there were arty differences across subject areas, students

are ide; .lified in the tables

al:~ording

to which mathemallcs andlor science

courses they took in high school. Math 3201 is also referred to as advanced
math and is considered to be a more university oriented program, designed for
more capable students. Math 3203 is reforred to as academic math and is taken
by the majority of high school students. The course numbers describe each
course as the final one in a sequence offered by the school in that particular
subject.
Students in all the subject areas agreed most strongly that they e'<oected
university courses to be difficult. At the same time, students did not find their
high school courses difficult.

As identified by the factor analysis. students

distinguished between attributions to lack of student effort and ability in general
and attributions to personal ability and eHort. The results indicate that allribu·
tions to lack of student effort in general were high, but students did not attribute
personal lack of effort to be a problem.
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Students' Me.n AttributIon Scores llnkl., Survey)

Al~ionSlaternett

....

Math

M"'h

Bioi

Ctom

320'

3203

320'

3202
0=352

0=197

,

,.237

Phys
3204

,.392

General AblUly and Effort

studenls can't understand mathI
science concepts

2.74

2."

245

"B

2.47

2.91

2.94

3.19

3.11

3,15

students allowed pass with lillie
understanding
students don't work hard enough

3.14

~O3

3,11

3.26

3,17

students stltisfied 10 barely pass

2.84

2.83

306

3.06

3,08

I find mallvscience difficult

2.54

2.84

2.69

"4

2.68

I give up on hard problems easily

2.38

2"

2.18

229

2.14

217

240

283

2.16

2.14

3.66

3.73

'.06

'.03

4,10

'.99

2 ..

1.86

1.91

1.90

2.48

254

251

256

2<6

2"

2.56

267

261

259

Personal AblUly and Effort

t would

nevet

lake another math!

"'-.

I expect university malhlsciclnce

more diffICUlt

Teachers
teachers don'l know
teachers don't

pay

sub/ed weD

attenlior'l 10

stuclents

leachers can't keep Ol'det In etas!>

SltuaUon
lacilities in high schoollnadequale

2.53

2.55

3.34

3.17

3.43

lime to cover course Inadequate

2.92

3.14

3.17

3.20

3.32

concepts covered too advanced

2.31

2.17

public exams too dillicult

2.45

2,57

2.65

2.63

math/science not Impor1anl lor career

2.22

238

2.39

1.98

2.18

2.22

high school math/science classes dull

2.56

2.58

230

2.55

2.59

2,75
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Mathematics students gave more emphasis to Jack of sludent ability in
general than did science students, but estimates 01 personal ability were mixed.

Academic mathematics students were least confident of their ability whereas
chemistry students were most confident.

All students emphasized the inade-

quacy of time to cover the course in high school, and science students attributed

the inadequacy of facilities in high school with equal importance. Attributions to
teacher deficiencies were accorded least emphasis by all students, indicating that

students do nol tend to blame teachers for their poor performance. Finally, all
these students were aware of the importance of mathematics or science for their

career plans.
Students responding to the follow-up survey emphasized the difficulty of
their courses in university and the higher expectations of their instructors
compared with those of their high school teachers.

However, attributions to

instructors were not emphasized to any great extent.

There was overall

agreement by students that they were not prepared for university while in high
school. Although certain groups of students expressed a concern about failing.
few students agreed that they would like to quit. As in the initial survey, students
emphasized the importance of mathematics and science for their career plans.
However, there was more agreement than in the earlier survey that they would
never take another course in mathematics or science.

The indication is that

these students don't want to quit university, but many will probably not continue
in mathematics or science beyond this first semester.
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Table 5.3

Studenls' Mean Anrlbullon Scores (Follow·Up Survey)

AtlribuUon Statement

3203

Bioi
3201

n=554

0::201

Chern
3202
n=305

2.90
2.85
2.98

2.27
2.07
2.53

2.51
2.31
2.72

2.78

2.79

2.63

2.83

2.75

2.91

3.41

2.62

3.06

3.44

2.53

2.64

2.58

2.58

2.57

Math
3201
n=223

Math

Phys

320'
0=341

Personal Ablllty and Ettan

concerned I might rail
I would never take another course
difticU(IIO keep up pace
difficult to keep up with
assignments and study
morediflicull in university
than hIghschool

2.24
232
2.70

2.78
2.61
3.12

General AbilIty snd Effort
only best students expected to do
well in math
Instructors

instructors not tolerant of
students' problems

2.40

2.37

2.49

2.52

2.67

2.26

2.49

2.76

3.10

3.20

3.27

3.11

3.16

2.29
2.31
2.53
2.22
2.75

2.40
2.45
2.47
2.36
3.09

2.37
2.34
2.43
2.06
3.11

2.36
2.61
2.45
2.40
2.96

2.36
2.62
2.44
2.74
2.98

instructor seems to expect many

Sludentsto fail
expectations oIlnstructorshighsr
lhanteachers
00\ enough help outside class from
Instructors
tests do not represent course
un;versity classes dul!
instructor difficult 10 understand
grading mOfe severe in university
SlIuation
situation so bad I'd hke to qull
high school course does not prepare
sludents for university
not Imponam !or career plans
courses have reputation more
diflicult

1.96

2.06

1.96

2.04

1.92

2.67
2.11

3.16
2.20

2.05
2.09

2.39
1.90

2,88
2,06

3.14

3.35
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High School Teachers' Attributions and School Marks

The measure of student acNevement most dosely associated with the high

school teacher is the school mark assigned bV the teacher at the end of the
school year.

Each teacher of a 3000 level course submits a mark for each

student in that subject to the provincial Department of Education. This mark,
based on in-school evaluation by the teacher, provides fifty percent of the

student's final grade. The other fifty percent is based on a provincial public
exam which each student writes at the end of the school year. For this study,
the mean school mark for students in each course at a particular school was
matched with the leacher of that course.
To determine if there is a relationship between the attributions that

teachers 9xpl'"ess and the marks that they assign students. product·rooment
correlations between each attributio· statement and the school mark. and each
hypothesized attribution category and the school mark were calculated for each
group of teachers.
Correlations tend to be low in this type of comparison study. since so
many variables may influence the school marks that students obtain, not the least
of which would be a student's actual abllily and effort.

Other factors may

intervene between teachers' attributions for poor S!udenl performance and the
school marks that are eventuatty given 10 students, such as school administrative
~olicies

regarding marking practices.

Also. there exists some possibility of a
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mismarh between teachers and students' school marks since the teachers were
surveyed in the school year following that from which the school marks were
obtained. However, as described in Chapter Ill, there are a number of reasons

why the degree of mismatch is probably very slight.

Table 5.4 presents the

mean school marks given by each group of teachers overall, and the productmoment correlations between these marks and teachers' mean response scores
in the various attribution categories

Relationships between the four atlribution categories and school marks
were generally low or marginally significant for all groups of teachers.

[n this

study, the null hypothesis that there is no relationship between teachers'
attributions for poor performance and the marks that they give students, cannot
be rejected by the statistical data.
However, one point may be made. Chem 3202 teachers, who gave the
highest school marks overall and who tend to teach the more academically able
students, had all positive correlations between their attributions and school
marks. Math 3202 teachers, who gave the lowest school marks overall and who
tend to teach the less academically able students, had all negative correlations
between their attributions and school marks. This is possibly an example of
differential behaviour of different groups of teachers towards "slower" versus
"brighter" students in terms of marking practices of the teachers.
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Table 5.4
CorrelatIon 01 Teachers' Attrlbullons wlth 5ettool Marks

Mean School

Mark
Teacher Group

%

Malh 3201
(n::>103)

,

Ability

,

E"on

Teacher

74.17

-.24"

_,14"*

Math 3202
(n=175)
Math 3203

64.75

Situation

-.03

-.05

-.01

-.09

05

-04

(n=503)
Bioi 3201

.02

63.20

.07

.07

70.31

.09

.04

.12

.23*"

62.20

-.33"

-.16

.23'

.00

68.21

.08

-.04

.02

.04

(n=180)
Chern 3202
(n=97)

Geol3203

(n:57)

Phys 3204
(n=137)

**p<.05

*p<.10

When individudal attribution statements were correlated with school marks.
for each group of teachers approximately 14% were significantly correlated at the

.10 level of significance with school marks,

which is about what would be

expected to occur by chance. It would appear that the attributions that teachers
make concerning poor student performance have little influence on the marks
that they give students.

7.
A possible exception to the above observation occurred with the Math
3202 and Geol 3203 teaChers.

Table 5.5 illustrates that for both groups of

teachers there were significant correlations between school marks and the same
ttvee attribution statements.
Since generally Math 3202 and Gaol 3203 are taken by less academically
able students and since teachers gave these students the lowest marks overall,
this may iIIU!.lrale differential behaviour 01 teachers towards "slower" students.

Multiple regression analysis was also carried oul to determine if any
combination of attribution statements would prove useful as a possible predictor

of teachers' marking practices. Since the correlations of the individual attribution
statements and the attribution categories with school marks were generally low,

this analysis did not yield much further information about the relationships
between these variables.

When lhe attribution categories were used lor the

regression analysis. neither category met the initial entry requirement that the
probability associated with the F test be less than

0(

equal to .05. Thus. the

attribution categories have low predictive power in determining how teachers
assign school marks.
When individual attribution statements were entered in the stepwise
regression analysis. certain statements did prove to have some predictive power
lor certain groups of teachers.
generally low.

However, the proportions of variance were

The frequency data from the survey show that 95% of the

teachers felt that students do not work hard enough and 86% of the teachers
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Table 5.5
Correlation of Math 3202 and Geel 3203 Teachers' AllrlbuUons with School Marks

AUribution Statemenl

,

students do not have mathematical
concepts necessary to do science

-.18*

sludenls wasle lime in class

_.18**

Math 3202

math and scienco courses are
nOI challenging enough

···p<.OOl

up<.Ol

,

Geol3203

-.29·

39"

·p<.10

felt that students graduate without the basic skills and concepts in mathematics

and science.

This restriction of range in the response scores suggests a

probably reason for the low correlations and lack of variance obtained.

First-Year University Students' Attributions and Achievement

Three measures of university student achievement were used in this study:
the school mark and the pUblic exam mark of each student in a particular high
school mathematics or science course, and the mark obtained by each student
in a first-year university mathematics or science course.

Two measures 01

student attributions were obtained through the initial and follow-up student
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surveys.
Mean attribution response scores for each survey and mean marks for the
selected courses were calculated for !;'::Ich group of students. Product-moment
correlations were computed to determine the extent of the relationships between

student attributions and their achievement.

Multiple regression analysis of

student attributions on university course marks was also carried out 10 determine
if any combination of attribution statements would prove useful as a predictor of
achievement in first-year university mathemafics and science courses. Table 5.6

shows the mean marks for each of the student groups in the three achievement
measures and the correlation of school and public exam marks in a high school

course with the marks in the corresponding course in university. The correlations
are significant at the p<.001 level. As might be expected, these correlations are
quite high.

This suggests that, whatever problems students might have in

adjusting to university life, there remains a strong link between high school
performance and performance at higher levels.
Table 5.7 presents a summary of the correlations of students' mean
response scores on selected attribution statements from the initial survey with
both public exam marks and university marks in corresponding subjects. The
most significant correlations occurred between students' attributions to personal
lack of ability and effort and their marks in both high school and university
courses.

As expected, students who found mathematics and science difficult

(lack of ability) and gave up on hard problems easily (lack of effort) had the
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Table 5.6
Correlations of Students' High School and Unlverslly Minks

School
M,~

Student Group

Public
E~am

Mark

University
Mark

Math 3201

78.72
f=.54

68.17
r"'.58

63.62

(n.::447)
Math 3203
(n=119B)

75.40
r"".57

65.23

46.16

r=.60

61013201
(n.. 453)

81.90

66,12

r=.67

r=.71

Chern 3202

74.47
(=.54

64.94
r=.59

58.74

(n=656)
Phys 3204

75.18
r=.42

63.24
r=.56

57.18

jn=732)

lowest

mar~s.

As indicated by the results of the factor analysis, there was no

clear-cut distinction between attributions to lack of ability or lack of effort as
having the greater relationship.

Although many of the other correlations were not statistically significant,
there is an obvious pattern of negative correlations.

Approximately 80% of

students' attributions to teachers and 90% of the attributions to the high school
situtation were negatively correlated with their marks, not only in high school, but
also in university,

Clearly, students who agreed with statements pertaining to

inadequacies of teachers and of the high school, were those who had achieved
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Table 5.7
Correlatlons Belween Siudent AttrIbutions Ilnltlal SUr\leyl and Achievement

1000

Math
3203
Math
1080

·.03
·.03

.05

'Math
3201
2Math
Attribution Statement

BiOI

3201
BioI

Chern
3202
Chem

Phys

3204

Ph"

General Abl1l1y and Effort
-.11
-.14

-.Og'
-.06

-.12'
-.01

.09
.11

.10"

-.06

-.01

.05

-.15

-.08
.0'

students don't work hard enough

-.01
-.07

.02
.03

-.01

.04

.03
.07

.02
.01

students satisliedto barely pass

.OS
.04

-.04
·.03

-.09
-.14

-.01
.01

-,08*

-.12

-.3S"·
-.16

-.29'"

students can'l understand rnattV
science concepls
students allowed pass with Illtle

understanding

.01

.01

.02

Personal Ability and Effort
1 lind math/scIence difficult

I give up on hard problems easily

-.28"
-.21"

science

~

not requIred

I expect university math/science
to be more difficult

'

-,12

-.27

-.29'"
-.29**'

-.20'
·.09

-.13"
-.12

-,2'"*"

-.19"
-.22'

-.26'"
-.28~·*

-.27'"
-.12

·.08
-.07

·.03
·.03

.03
.02

.02
.14'

-.08
-.11

-.32"

-.35"
I would never lake another math/

_.45 h

-.44'"

-.17~"

-.25"

-.19·"

-.17"
-.18

Teachers
high school teachers don't know
subjeetwell

-.10
·.09

-.12·'
-.03

-.06
-.07

-.1S··
-.16·

·.00
-.10

teachers don't pay attention to
sludents

-.12'
-.12

-.Og"
-.11·

·.09

_.lD·',w*
-.15*

·.03

teachers can't keep order in class

.02

·.07

-.07

.03

-,05

·03
.04

.06
·.04

.03

.04

.10
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'Mam
Attribution Statement

'M"",

32Ill

Malh
3203
Math

1000

1080

B"

32Il'
BioI

C""'"

Phy,

32Il2

320<

C""'"

p""

Situation

laciities in high school
1ll2dequate

-Jr7

-,05

-.11

-_04

.06
-.00

-.00

_06
-.OJ

.05

lime to cover COUf$e Inadequate

-.12"
-.07

-.14'"

-.05

-.07

.-07

·.08
-.20"*

-.13"
_15

concepts covered 100 advanced

-.13'

-.to··

-.2'"*

-.23'"

-.08

-.05

-.13

-.13"

-.21'"
-.22"

public exams too ditllcult

-.30'"

-.23'"

-.23'" -.21'"

-.24'"

-,09'

-.29"

high school math/science classes

-.24'"

-.04

-.15'

-.05

-.12'
-.20'

-.09
..l8

-.16'
-_08

-.13
-.11

dull
math/scienCe

"'".,

not important lor

'high school co.ne
2 university

"·p<.OOt

··p<.Ol

-.23'"
-.08

-.13"

-.10'

-.06

-.04

-.22'"

-.24'"

.09

-.10

·p<.10

course

the lower marks on their public exams and would achieve the lower marks on
their university exams.

In the follow·up student survey, all of the student responses to attribution
statements were negatively correlated with students' achievement in university.
From 50% to 80% of the correlations for each group were statistically significant.
This indicates a close relationship between Ihese students' attribution perceptions
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and their achievement in university.

A summary of statements that were

significantly correlated with achievement in university mathematics and science
courses is presented in Table 5.8.
Generally, students who felt that their high school course did not prepare

them for university, had difficulty with the university course, felt that the testing
and grading procedures were severe, and had little confidence in their ability to
pass performed less well in their university course. Since these attributions also
correlated in the same direction, although not to the same degree, with their
school and public exam marks in the same subjects, it may be presumed that
students' high school achievement influences their attributions which, in turn,
influence their university achievement.

Multiple Regression Analysis of Students' Attributions
on University Achievement

Multiple regression analysis of students' attributions on their marks in
university courses was carried out using the stepwise procedure. Public exam
marks, which correlate highly with university marks in the same SUbjects nnd tend
to be the best predictors of university achievement, as well as a measure of
student ability, were also entered to determine if attribution statements improved
on this prediction.
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Table 5.8
Correlations eetw••n Student Attributions (Follow-Up Surveyl and Achievement

M""

M.h
1000

...

-.56'"

-.60'"

-.36'"

-.53'"

_.38*u

-,17'

-.23"

Anrilution Statement

1080

concemed m1gtt lai

-.51*"·
-.35'"
-.31'"

-.37'"
-.32'"
-.34'"

tests do I'IOl represent courso

-.27'"

•. 17"

-,12
-.21'
-.25'

Inslruclor diflicuh to understancJ

-.26"·

-.30'"
·36'"

never lalle another eotnO

dillicult to keep up pace
fTlOfe difficulty in university

situation so bad I'd like,to quit

-.23'"

grading more severe In U1;lverslty.

-.20'"

university classes dull

-.06'

·23'"
-.14'

-.17'"

-.28'"

"-

-.13'
-.17"

·.34..·•
-.25'

·.06
-.08
-.27"*'
-.06

-.31"

-.07

-.14

Phy.

-.20"
-.44'"
-.28"
-.30'"

high school course does no! prepare
sludenlsfor lXliversity

"·p<.OOl

"p<.Ol

_,17'

-.26"

·p<.10

The process of constructing the best regression equation begins by

identifying the predictor variable thai has the highest correlation with the criterion.
in this case university achievement. Since the public exam mark was entered
as the best predictor, the atllibution statements would be considered as
subsequent predictors.

To be a good second predictor, a variable must

correlate highly with the criterion. but not with the first predictor, as most of its
contribution would then already be included. It proved difficult to select a good
second predictor from the attribution statements since generally, those that
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correlated highly with the university mark also correlated highly with the public
exam marK The rasuns of the regression analysis for each group of students
are given in Table 5.9 for the initial student survey and in Table 5.10 for the

follow-up survey.

Table 5.9
RegressIon of Student Attributions flnliial Surveyl on Unlverl1ty Achievement

Student
Group

Math 1080

Math 1000

B-.
Chemistry

Physics

R'
Predictor

Bela

R'

.4'
.4'

1.

pubUc exam marlc

.6.

Z

leacl'1erse:ton'tkOOW'subj~we"

.08

1.
Z

public exam mark

.66

orIy best students should take math

-.14

1.
Z

publiC exam mark

.85

teachers don't pay attention to studenl:s

.17

2
3.
4.

pubIie bam mark
lime 10 CO'Ief course inadequate
sclet1C9 notmponsnI 101' career plans

.58
·.24

never lake Mother science

~

I give up on hald problems

-.25
.17

1.

easi~

publlcoxammark
no statements entered stepwise

*F ratio signilicant at <.05 level

.38

.57

.38
.4.

Incrl:!menl

.W

.57
.62

.36
.4'
.47
.51
.54

.29

,OS·
.OS·
.04'

.,.

.
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Table 5.10
Rearesslon of Studenl Attributions (Follow·Up Survey) on UnIversity Achievement

Student
Group

Math 1080

Malh 1000

Biology

R'
Predictor

R2

.48

.43
.55

public exam mark
concerned I might rail

·.38

2.

public exam mark
concerned I might fail

·.31

.40
.51

1.
2.

public exam mark
concerned t might fail

.56

.45

-.21l

.47

public exam mark
concerned I might fail

.54
-.25

.36

public exam mark
situation so bad, I'd quit
concerned I might rail

.42
-.35
-.27

1.
2.

,.

Chemistry

Physics

Beta

1.

2.

3.

.47

.42

Increment

.02

.06*

.29
.47

.53

.18*
.06'

of ratio slgnllicant at <.OStevel

Several sIgnificant increments were observed. What is Interesting Is that
these attributions do provide a statistically significant increase in the proportion
of variance outside that contributed by high school achievement.

Thus, they

provide a certain amount of prediction of university achievement that is not
obtained from the students' achievement in high school. Their effect is not due
10 at leasl this measure of students' ability. This lends support to the theory that
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students' attributions are related to their achievement.

Summary of the Results

High school teachers emphasized lack of effort by students as the mosl
important cause of their poor performance in mathematics and science. Teacher
and high school deficiencies were given least emphasis. This was echoed by
their students who had just completed high school and were embarking on their
lirst semester at university. Notably, although their attributions to lack of student
effort in general were high. students did not tend to agree thai they personally
did

not work hard enough. Thus, both teachers and students emphasized lack

of effort by students. but students did not attribute this factor to themselves
personally. Students also emphasized inadequacies in time and facilities in high
school as factors influencing poor performance. Although university instructors
also emphasized lack of effort, they gave greater emphasis to inadequacies in
the high school system and in the training in mathematics and science of high
school teachers.

Least emphasis was given to deficiencies in instructor and

university characteristics.

In a similar manner, their students who had just

completed their first semester at university, attributed poor performance to lack
of preparation for university in high school. These students were also concerned
about lack of ability, in contrast to their responses on the initial survey where not
much emphasis was accorded this particular attribution. More students in this
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survey than in the earlier survey indicated that they would never take another

course in mathematics or science.
There was little evidence of any relationship between the attributions of
high school teachers and the marks they assigned students. Except for certain
instances mentioned earUer. correlations between these variables were mostly
negligible, The most Important reason for this was the lack of
attrihution scores of teachers.

va,lalian In the

There wefe significant correlations between

students' personal attributions to lack of ability and effort and their marks in high
school public lJxems and university exams. Although not statistically significant,
the majority of correlations between attributions to teachers and to the high
school situation and students marks were negative. Generally, the more students
agreed with these attributions, the lower their marks tended to be.

Multiple

regression analysis procedures found that specific attributions had a certain
amount of predictive power in determining students' marks in university
mathematics and science courses.
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CHAPTER VI
Summary and Discussion
Research Problem

The purpose of this study was to focus on how leachers and students
perceive their own and one another's performance in the teaching and learning

of mathematics and science. Attribution theory proposes that the explanations
that people give for their own or others' success or faiture, the pe,ceived
likelihood of alternative attributions, affect their expectancies for future perform~nce

and their performance itself (Weiner, 1980).
Studies of teachers' attributions and expectations for student perlormance

have suggested that high teacher expectations will support high student
achievement. whie low expectations will support low student achievement
(Brophy & Good. 1970; Darley & Fazio, 1980; Peterson & Barger, 1984).
Attributions may influence teachers' behaviour towards students, as different
causes are attrbuted by teachers to

fa~ure

by students for whom they hold

different expectations.. Studies of students' attributions and expectations for their
own performance have suggested that students' perceptions of their ability and
the effort required 10 do well are importent causal factors in their performance
(Beard & Senior, 1980; Covington & Omelich, 1981; Parsons, 1983).
At the local level, this study grew out of an investigation by a Task Force
on Mathematics and SCience Education established in June, 1988 by the
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Government of Newfoundland and Labrador. This investigation was prompted
by growing evidence of row levels of achievement by students in mathematics
and science, particularly al the post-secondary level. Studies had shown that
students' performance in these subject areas was consistently lower than thai of

their counterparts in other provinces and other countries (Crocker, 1989: MUN
School of General Studies,1986).

One of the reasons suggested for this was that lower expectations of
students at the high school level did not prepare them for the allegedly more
rigorous expectations of the university environment (Shawyer & Williams, 1986).

The findings of the Task Force supported this suggestion (Crocker, 1989).
Consequently, this study evolved to investigate these findings in more detail. If
high school teachers, university instructors, and students have different expectations. this may be determined from the relative emphasis that they g:ve to various
attributions for problems in mathematics and science achievement.

If the

emphases are different lor the various attributions, one can assume that
expectations are different.
The study attempted to answer three questions. First, to which attributions
for poor performance in mathematics and science do high school teachers.
university instructors, and first-year university students in mathematics and
science give the mOst emphasis?

Second, is there a relationship between

teachers' and students' attributions and students' performance in mathematics
and science? Third. can students' performance in mathematics and science be

sa
predicted from a measurement of the attributions expressed by teachers and

students?

To obtain information about teachers' and students' attributions,

fOUf

separate surveys were administered to high school teachers, university instructors, and first-year university students at the beginning and end of their first

semester at university.

These surveys contained a variety of attributions!

statements pertaining to problems in mathematics and science education with
which respondents could agree or disagree on a Likert scale.

The statements were factor analyzed to determine if they could be
reduced to a smaller number of attribution categories, to distinguish between
different attributional dimensions, and to darify the interrelationships among the
vaMoos attribl.ltional statements.

Mean scores on ...arious attributions were

calculated as a measure of the emphasis given to a particular attribution by the
groups and sUb-groups of mathematics and science teachers, instructors, and
students.
Three measures of student achievement were obtained. School marks
and public exam marks In final high school mathematics and science courses
were obtained from the provincial Department of Education, and final marks in
first·year university mathematics and science courses were obtained from
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Memorial University.

Mean scores of groups of students in each of these

courses were calculated.
Relationships between students' and teachers' attributions and students'
achievement were examined by ca!culatioo of prcx:lud-moment correlations
between scores on the attribution measures and students' marks in the three
achievement measures.

The school mam ..../85 selected as the measure of

sludent achievement most closely associated with high school teachers since,
presumably, it is the one over which they have most control.

Students were

matched with their high school teachers at the various schools and correlations
between their school marks and their leachers' attribution scores were calculated.
Relationships between students' attributions and aChievement were examined by

calculation of correlations be" ..~';'fffi their scores on the attribution measures and
theit public exam marWs In the high sd100I mathematics and science courses as

weB as thew final marks in wst.year uriversity mathematics and science COtJses.
To investigate the attribution measures as potential ptedIctors of student
achievement, selected statements were entered into a regression anatysis for
each group of teachers and students. The

school man< was used as the

criterion for teachers' attributions and the final university man< as the criterion for
students' attributions.

Factor Analnls Resuhs

Because a variety of attrb.Jtion statements was used in the four survey
instruments. it was deemed necessary to laetor analyze these statements to
uncover the underlying themes or attribution categories suggested by previous
attribution research.

The pattern 01 results produced Irom the high sctlool

teacher and university Instructor surveys did identity lour major factors that could
be labelled as distinct attribution categories. High school teachers and university
instructors differentiated between statements attributing poor student pertormance
to Jack of student ability, lack of student eHon, teacher inadequcrvies, and
situational crcumstances.

A pattern 01 four attribution categories also emerged from the factor
analysis of the initial student

survey.

Unlile their teachers and i'lslructors,

however. students cicI not disti'lguish between ability and effort statemer1s.
These attrbulions, along with task difficulty, shared a common factor. They did
differentiate between statements that referred 10 the ability and effort 01 students
in general as opposed to statements aboultheir own personal ability and effort.
The four attribution calegories that were identified from this survey were: personal
ability and effort; general student ability and Elffort; leacher chOlracteristics; and
situational characteristics.
The pattern produced from the factor analysis of the various sections of

the follow-up student survey was not as clear as lhose from the other sLKVeYs.
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Many of the attribution statemenls appeared to revolve around an ability
dimension.

However, In addition to the ability categOl'Y, a s€parate teacher

category was discernible as well. When stalanenls referring to the amount of
time spent studying and seeing the instructor for help were induded in the

analysis, a third eOOrt category was identified.
Thus, factor analysis supported the reduction of a rather large variety of
statements Inlo categories representing definite dimensioos 01 attributJons
identified by the diReren! groups of respondents.

It also illustrated that the

various respondents associated different attribution statements in different ways.

Attribution Response Scores

Mean scores of high school teachers on the attribution categories showed
that teachers emphasized lack of student effort as the most important cause of
poor performance by students in mathematics and science. least emphasis was
given to leacher characteristics an':! behaviour.
University instructors emphasized inadequacies in the high scMol situation
and in high school teacher training in mathematics and science as important
causes of poor performance by students. As was the case with high school
teachers, lack of student effort was also emphasized.

least importance was

allributed to university situational and instructor characteristics.
The mean scores of studems on the attribution statements in the initial
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survey pointed to an emphasts by students on lack of student effort in general

as a reason for poor performance by students in high sellaol mathematics and
science courses. lmportance was also attributed to lack of lime 10 cover Ihe
course and lack of facllities for sCience courses. Difficulty of Ihe courses and

teacher inadequacies wem attributed least emphasIs. Although students did not
attribute much emphasis to lack 01 ability, especially in science, they placed the

greatest emphasis on expecting to find university courses difficult, which presents
somewhat of a conundrum.
The responses of students 10 the attribution statements in the follow-up

survey illustrated Ihat students· expectations concerning the diffICulty of university
courses

had been confirmed. Unlike high school, emphasis was given to the

difficulty of the courses and the high ekpectalions of the instructors. Although
attributions to lack of ability were high, equal emphasis was attributed to lack of
preparation for university in higl, school. Attributions to instructors, as was the
case with attributions to high schoo! teachers, were not stressed.

Relationships Between Attributions and Achievement

Correlations between high school teachers' attributions and the school
marks assigned 10 students in the various malhematics and science courses
were mostly negligible. There was little evidence of any relationship between the
emphasis that teachers attribute to factors such as lack of ability or lack of effort
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on the part of students and the marks that th~y give those students. Multiple

regression analysis of high school teachers' attributions on students' school
marks served to emphasize the lack of relationship betoNeen the attributions that

teachers express and the marks Ihal they give students.

These attribution

statements had little predictive power in determining how teachers assign mar1<s.
Part of the reason for this was the lack of variation in the attribution response
scores. The range of response scores to Ihe various attribution statements from

high school teachers was ralner restricted.
Correlations between students' attributions in the initial survey and their
marks lr I high school public exams and university exams were overvmelmingly

negative, This means that the more students agreed with a particular attribution,
the lower their marks were. Significant correlations were found mainly between
personal attributions to lack of ability and diHiculty with the high school course
or personal lack of effort and students' marks.
As was the case with the initial survey, correlations between students'
attributions In the follow-up survey and their final marks in university courses
were all in a negative direction, and many ware statistically significant. Students'
altributioos to personal lack of ability and diHiculty with the course and al1ributions to lack of preparation in high school were significantly related to their
achievement in university.
Mutliple regression analysis of students' attributions from the initial survey
on their final marks in university mathematics and science courses found that
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certain attributions did have a limited arnoUi'l1 of predictive power above thai

already contributed bv students' achievement lil high school. Attributioos il"om Ihe
follow-up survey proved to have somewhat gieater predictive power.

In contrast to Ihe Pygmalion effect, it has been SUi:l98SIed by Brophy
(1983) and others thai teacher expectations 01 students are generally accurate

and based on the reality of the classroom situation. It teachers perceive that

students do not work hard enough. tlr example, theIr expectations for them are
lowered. This link between teacher expectations and student effort is borne oul

by Ihe results of the factor analysis. The slalemenllhal teacher expectations are
Ico high had a high negative loading on the factor encompassing statements

referring to lack of student effort. This means that tead'lers associated their low
expectations of students with the perception that students do not work hard
enough. This fits in with Brophy's contention that teacher expectancy effects on
students are more accuratsly construed as student effects on teachers. It also
supports Weiner's (1979) conclusion that sludent effort is of greater importance
than ability in affecting teachers' expectations.
Another attribution that teachers associated with lack of student effort was
that class sizes are too large. Class size has otlen been suggested as a faclor
influencing student achievement The association in this factor analysis seems to
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indicate that teachers feel that if there are too many students in a class they WIll
not exert the necessary effort required 10 do weu.
On

the instructor survey. statements attributing poor performance by

students to Ilgh school teacher inadequacies were closely associated with
attributions to lack of student ability.

This indicates that university instructors

perceive a relationship between the ability of students to handle university
courses and the training of high school teachers, but not their own training.
Another distinction between high school and university attributions occured on
Factor 4 with the bipolar nature of the variables. Situational inadequacies in the

high school are seen as contributing to poor student performance, but there is
the opposite perception of attributions 10 university ciroomstances.

The resuhs of the factO( analysis of the university student survey.; indicated
thai, unJike their teachers and instructors, students did not perceive attributions
10 lad< of ability and attributions to lack of effort as representing different
dimensions. Evidence from other studies (Kun, 19n; Nicholls, 1978; Nk:holfs &
Miller, 1984) suggests that the constructs of ability and effort can be COfrelated
or confused by coildren in lower grades, and this may be what is happening
here as weD with Ihese older students.

One of the reasons suggested for

students' confusion of these concepts is that it is because teachers usually
attribute failure to lack of effort rather than to lack of ability (Blumenfeld, Pintrich,

& Hamilton, 1966). In this study, teachers did give greater emphasis to lack of
effort, but whether this contributes to students' confusion of the concepts and
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concomitant confusion of expectations requires further study.

One relationship that .....as obvious from the factor analysis of each section
of the student surveys was that the intention to take another mathematics or
science course was most closely associated with the student's perception 01
having difficulty with the course. This indicates that a student's attributions to his
own ability or effort have a greater influence on his expectations than external
attributions to other (;8uses of poor performance.
Mean response scores of high school teachers and university instructors
on the various attributions supported previous research results that teachers tend

10 stress lack of sludent effort more than lack of sludent ability. and attribute

least emphasis to their own teaching behaviour and training.

University

instructors were more negative overaD in their attributions than high school
teachers, and emphasized inadequacies in high school programs and teachers.
These results serve to V1ustrate some of the diflerent perceptions of high school
teachers and university instructors that are likely to contribute to a lack of
cooperation between secondary and tertiary levels of education.

This must

surely be detrimental to the students making the transition from one level to the
other, and further study of this issue is warrented.
In discussing the results of the initial student survey, it must be borne In
mind that these students have just graduated from high school.

They are the

successful students, and most have probably not experienced failure in their high
school career. When anributing poor performance in high school to students not
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working hard enough, they afe probably echoing their teachers' attr::Jutlons.
Also, since they perceived themselves as not giving up on hard problems easily,
this may be why they attribute other students' poor perlormance to lack of effort.
A question arises, though, a~ to why these successful stuc..'enls who did not find

mathematics and science difficult in high school, expect university courses in
Ihese subjects to be much mOre difficult.

This perception may also be a

reflection of their teachers' perceptions.
With the follow-up student survey, we are dealing with students who have

almost completed their first semester at university.

Some c:f them have

experienced failure for the first time in their academic career, and their perceptions of the causes are negative overall. They reitcrate their earlier expectations
of greater difficulty of the courses and attribute their poor performance to not
being prepared in high school. Again, this perception may reflect that of their
instructors. It is probably not a coincid!mce that in the initial survey, students'
attributions mirrored those of their high school teachers, and in the follow-up
survey, those of their university instructors.
What has also changed, though, is the confidenc~ that students felt in
their own ability to do well.

In high school, there was little emphasis given to

personal lack of ability and the reason other students die not do well was
because of lack of eHort.

After one semester at university, students are no

longer confident of their ability and attribute their failure to not roeing prepared in
high school. As Covington and Omelich (1981) have argued, their expectations
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for the Mure must be diminished when they do not feel CClP.able of successful

performance.

But also, as DeBoer (1987) found, they attribute their failure to

an external factor such as

not being prepared in tlgh school.

There was no evidence of any pattern of relationships between the
attributions that high school teachers expressed and the marks that they gave
sludents. This means, for example, that teachers who agreed that stt.:dents afe
nol capable of understanding mathematics and science concepts g8',e Just as
high marks to their students as those teachers who did 1101 agree. There are a
number of possible explanations for this. First, what teachers believe about the
causes of poor student performance really does not influence their marking

practices. Second, school administrative policies regarding marking practices
may intervene between the marks that teachers would prefer to give and the
marks that students actually receive. llKd. students and teachers in this stUdy
were nul matched as confidently as they may have been if students' mar1<s from
the present school year had been used for the analysis.
attributions were about studenl.s in general.

Frnllly. teachers'

There would likely be a doser

relationship between teachers' attributions about individual students and the
marks that they gave those students.

These latter possibilities represent

weaknesses in the research design of this study that further studies of potential
relationships would have to take into account.
Significant negatlve correlations between students' attribution scores and
their mar1<s did evidence a relationship between students' perceptions of the
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causes of poor perform'3nce and their achievement. Although these correlations
are fairly snlall, which is predictable according to Stipek and Weisz (1981). they

do support the main thesis of attribution theory thaI perceived causes or
attributions of students' success Clr failure are allied with achievement.
particular, personal attributions or self-efficacy statements about finding

In

mathe-

matics and science difficult, giving up on hard problems, and concern about
failing were most closely related to achievement. Certain ex/ernal attributions to
teachers and instructors also showed a signaicanl relationship.

The higher correlations of attributions Irom the initial surv"'y with public

exam marks than with university marks may indicate a greater influence 01 past
achievement on attributions than that of attributions an subsequent achievement.
However, it is evident the influence operates in both directions, and has a
negEl!ive effect.
Finally, mUltiple regression analysis indicated that students' attribution
responses measured at the beginning of their university semester did not
substantially improve on the power of their public exam marks in predicting their
achievement in university. T11is is, of course. partly because these responses
correlated highly with both achievement measures.

Concern about failing,

measured at the end of the semester, did significantly improve the prediction,
but, although understandable. this is not especially helpful for practical purposes.
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Questions for Further Study

In identifying categories of attributions, researchers such as Weiner (1980)

and Frieze (1976) have proposed thai students make distinctions between lack

of ability and lack of effort.

Other researchers such as Parson!> (1983),

Covington and Omelich (1979), Kukla (1978) have based their studies of high
school and university student behaviour on the premise that sludents make these

distinctions. They suggesllhat changing students' attributions from lack of ability
to I~c!o: of effort will Improve their self-concept and subsequent performance. But

do high school and university students distinguish between attributions to lack
of ability and lack of effort as distinct factors affecting their performance? The
answer from this study would appear to be no.

If this is the case, then further

study is necessary to determine how extensive this conrus;on of concepts is
among students and to what extent it influences their academic performance. If
students do not know whether lack of ability or lack of effort is the main
contributor toward poor performance, then how do they rnake decisions about
improving that performance?
A distinction that students in this study did make was between attributions
to lack of ability and effort of students in general and attributions to themselves
personally.

How does this dichotomy influence their performance if they

rationalize that they personally are capable and work hard but not other
students? II is likely that they hear their teachers say that students do not work
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hard enough, but do not apply this to themselves. When asked to explain their

poor performance in university, they make other attributions such as lack of
preparation by their leachers in high school.

How can they take personal

responsibility now in 'Jniversity and make adjustments to improve their performance if they have not done so before? The whole area of personal raSpOI 'sibility
for behaviour is one that requires further investigation. This is also true for the

other participants in the educational process, the teachers and instructors. Both
groups attributed least emphasis for their own inadequacies as causes lor poor
performance by students.

Does this lack of responsibility affect their behaviour

toward students and thus students' performance?

Does the fact that they

attribute poor performance to lack of eHort by students mean that they feel they
can do nothing themselves to improve that performance?
To conclude. it is evident from this stUdy that high school teachers.
university instructors, and students making the transition from high school to
university attribute causes for poor performance in mathematics and science
differently.

It is also evident that students' perceplions are not Immune to

teacher influence. Research will need to determine how expectations of different
teachers of the same students at the secondary and post-secondary levels
interact and conflict, and Ihe degree to which students perform differently in
response to conflicting expectations.
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Government of Ncwroundland and Labrador

TASKFORCE
ON
MATHEMATICS/SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT

IDGH SCHOOL TEACHER SURVEY

I'URPOSE
'Ibis survey is intended to provide some information about bow
matbemalif:s and scieote are being taught. and 10 aDOlf' teachers to
give their opinions on maUers of malbemalif:s/stiencc teacbiDg. All
responses will be kepi confidential, and individuals or schools will nol
be identified in any reports of Ihe survey.

INSlRUCllONS
Please answer each question as carefully as possible by placing your
response in the boxes at the righl of the page. For respouses which
require estimates, ~)Iease give the closest estimate possible without
having 10 look lbirlgs up or go back over records.
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SECfIQNA
TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS AND WORKWAD

1.

How many students are in the largest class that you teach?

2.

How many students are in the smallest class that you teach?

3.

Do you teach more than olle course or grade in the same room
at the same time?

CD
CD

0

1. yes
2. no
4.

How man)' different courses do you teach altogether?

S.

How many different classes (sections or groups) do
in the following areas?

)'OU

0
teach

Diology (2201 & 3201)

Cherr.imy (2202 & 3202)
Geology or Earth Science
Mathematics (all courses)
Physics (2201 & 3204)

Other sciences (e,g computing, general science)
6.

How many days are in a teaching cycle in your school?

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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7.

How many class periods are in each teaching cycle?

rn

8.

How many class periods do you actually teach in a cyc!e7

CD

9.

Does your school have homeroom periods separate from classes
where courses are being taught?
1.

yes

2,

no

10.

If 50, how many minutes per day are occupied by homeroom
periods?

11.

Ne the homeroom periods counted as part of the instructional
day?

D

IT]

D

1. yes
2. no

12.

In your school, how many minutes are alloeated for class
changes between period.~?

rn

13.

In your opinion, is the amount of time allowed for class changes
adequate?

o

1. yes
2. no
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14.

1£ any time is allowed for class changes, is this counted as part
of the instructional day?

15.

1.

yes

2.

110

0

Ilow many school days each year do )'OU estimate are spent in

your school on the following acth'ities?

Formal examinations
2.

Sports days/field days/winler carnivals/etc.

3.

Snowstorms/furnace problems/etc. (average over
several years

4.

Teacher workshops (count only days school is

closed)
5.

IT]

0
0
0

Days students generally slay home so that no
instruction can occur ([ast days before holidays,
examination periods, etc.)

0
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SEcnONB

EVALUATION PRACfICES AND EXPECfATIONS

16.

On average, how many unit or chapter teslS do you assign in
science courses in a year?

o

17.

On average, how many unit or chapler tests do rou
mathematics courses in a year?

o

18.

On average, how many class periods would )'OU estimate are
spent in reviewing Cor and going over each chapter or unit lest?

19.

On average, how frequently do you assign written homework in
science courses?

as~ign

in

D
D

1. after most classes

2. about once a week
3. less than once
20.

fI

week

On average, how Crequently do you assign written homework :n
mathematics courses?
1. after most classes
2. about once a week

3. less than once a week

D
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21.

For tach of the following science oourses listed Ihat you leach,
how many laboralory periods do you usually bave in a year?
(Count only periods in which students work individually or in
groups using apparatus. Count any double periods as two
periods.)

KE¥
1
2 '" 1·3
4·7
8·12

morc Ihan 12
Diology 3201
Chemistry 3201
Geology 3203
Physics 3204
22.

Teachers sometimes express concern about the amount of
marking they have to do. On average, how many hours per
week would you estimate you spend in marking student tests,
homework, lab reports, etc?
1.

2 or less

2.

3·5

3.

6·10

4.

more Ihan 10

co

CD
CD

IT]

CD
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13.

Which or the following is the most common way in which you
correct homework assignments?
1.

Go over the work in class. with students
marking their own or olhers' work.

2.

Collect and mark all papers

3.

Spot check

4.

Olher (please sped!}')

_

o
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Omit Hem 24 tr you do nol teach mathematics.
24.

On f\verage, what percentage of students' final school mark in
mathematics is contributed by each of the elements give below?
(Percentages should add up to 100.)
Chapter or unit tests
Homework

a~~ignmcrm

Major projects
Class 3uenllance/participation/effort
Other (please specify)

Omit Item 25 if )"OU do nol teach nny science
25.

_

Chapter or unit tests
Homework assignments (other Ihan lab reports)
Major projects

Class attendance/participation/effort

CD
CD
OJ
CD

courSf~S.

On average, what percentage of students' final school mark in
your science courses is contributed by each of the elements
given below? (Percentages should add up to 100.)

Laboratory reporls

rn

rn
m
m

D::::J

CD
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SECI10N C

COURSE DJFFICUL1Y, TIME, AND CONTENT

26.

Please rale each course that you teach, or have taught, as to its
difficulty for the students who generally take the course, and

the time available to cover these courses.
Uimcuu)' Kc)'

I = 100 difficult

2

about right

J

100 cas)'

Time Key
1 = too little

2

= about

right

3

too much
Uimcully 11mc

Advanced Mathematics 3201

Business Mathematics 3202
Academic Mathematics 3203
Biology 3201

Chemistry 3202
Geology 3203
Physics 32(»

o 0

o
o
o
o
o
o

0
0
0
0
0
0
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27.

Please rate the adequacy of the textbook, the teaching guides.

and other materials supplied by the Department of Education
Cor each of tbe courses that you teach or have taught.
KEY: 1

= poor Z = fair 3 = good 4

= excellent
Textbook

Other
Dcpnrllllrnl
MDlcrilll.~

Advanced M3lhem:ttics 3201

Business Mathematics 3202
Academic Mathematics 3203
Biology 3201
Chemistry 3202

Geology 3203
Physics 3204

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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28.

Please ratc the adequacy or other materials in your school to support the
teaching of the coufSe5listed. ·Print materials- would Include supplementary
texts,library books and the like.' "Non·print materials- refers h1 lahoratory
equipment and other manipulatives, audio-visual aids, and the like.

KEY: 1 = poor 2 = fair J = good 4 ::: excellent
Print
Moterlals

Advanced Mathematics 3201
Dusiness Mathematics 3202
Academic Mathematics 3203

Diology 3201
Chemistry 3202
Geology 3203
Physics 3204

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

NOll,prinl
Mnlt'ri:'lh

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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29.

Please rate the overall appropriateness of topics and the depth
of treatment of the topics covered in the courses listed. In
considering these questions, think of the objectives of the
courses and (he type of students who typically take the course
in your school.
Appropriateness Key
1 = Inappropriate 2

=somcwhat

appropriate

3 = "cry
appropriate

J)CJlth ofTrcolfl1l.'1l1 KI.',I"

I = 100 shallow

2 = nOOul right J = 100 deep

Appropriateness

Advanced Mathematics 3201
Business Mathematics 3202
Academic Mathematics 3203
Biology 3201
Chemistry 3202
Geology 3203
Physics 3204

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Depth of
Treatment

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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SECTION 0
PROBLEMS IN MAmEMATlCS AND SCIENCE
TEACHING AND LEARNING
The statements given beJoware about problems Ihal P«lple sometimes
IdentIry in mathematics and science teaching and learning. Please
complete each Item by Indicating the degTet 10 which )·ou agree or

disagree with Ihe statement. In r-esponding 10 the Items, please Ihink
of )'our o"n experiences In tenching these subjects.
KEY:

1

= slrongly

2

=

disagree

3

= agree

4

=

disagree

strongl,)·

ngree

30.

Many students are not capable of understanding the
mathematical concepts expected of them in hi!;h school.

31.

Teachers tend 10 give marks that are too high.

32.

TIle academic mathematics course is quite adequate 10
meet the requirements of first year university
mathematics courses.

33.

High school students are weak in the basic mathematics
concepts learned in earlier grades.

34.

High school teachers expecl too much of their sludents.

35.

Students often select courses they are not capable of
handling.

36,

High school teachers do nol pay enough attention to the
problems of individual students.

3'/,

Many high school students do not work hard enough.

3fl.

The classes I leach are generally too large.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
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KEYI

1 = strongly

2 =: disagree

3

=

agree 4

disagree

= strongly

39.

University requirements have too much influence on high
school teaching.

40.

Teachers fail to assign the most challenging problems in
a course because most students cannot handle such
problems.

4l.

Public examinations have 100 much jnnuence on
teaching.

42.

Many high school teachers are assigned science and
math:matics courses which they are nol well qualified to
teach.

4.l

Too much time is losl during lhe school year on non·
instructional activities.

44.

Many students are allowed to graduate from high school
without mastering basic skills and concepts.

45.

Students often cannot do assigned homework on their
own.

46.

The parents of many students are not sufficiently
interested in their children's school work.

47.

Many students do not possess the basic mathematics
cooncepts necessary to handle physics and chemistry
courses in high school.

48.

More students should choose the advanced mathematics
course.

49.

Students waste a good deal o[ time in c1as!i.

SO.

High school mathematics and science courses
generally Dot very challenging to students.

agree

D
D

o
o
o
o
D

o
o

o
o

D
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SEcrfONE
TEACHER BACKGROUND

51.

How many university level semester courses or
equivalent h:lvC you completed in each of the following
subj~cls?

CD

Dialog)'

Chemistry
Computer Science

Earth Science/Geology

Mathematics (including statistics)

Physics
Mathematics Education
Science Education

52.

At what level of teaching did you specialilc In YOllr
teacher education

program~

1. Primary

2. Elementary

3. Secondary

rn

CD

ffi
rn

rn
rn

o
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53.

What level or teaching certificate do you hold?

o

1. less than IV

2. IV
3. V
01. VI

5. VJ/

54.

How many years teaching experience have )'Oll had. not
including this year?

55.

Are you remale or male?
I. female

D.J

o

2. male
56.

Have you completed any part of your university
education outside of Newfoundland?
1. none
2. part

3. all

o
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57.

Is there anything else about mathematics and science
tea(bing and learning that you would like to say?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO·OPERATION.

TASK ['OIlCE ON

MATIIE~IATICS

ANll SCIENCE

EllUCATION

UNIVERSITY INSTllUCTOII SUIIVEY

Purpose
The mandate of the Task Force on Malhcmalics olld Science Edllcnliull I!> 10
eXllmine student performance nud 1111rlicilHllion in ll1atheltlfllk~ :1IIel science
Ilrogr:tln5 at the elcmcntary/sccllllllrll)' and 1105HcCUlllhll'~' Ic\(:15, The
purpose of this survey Is 10 oblain information nml 1I1llninlls ahuut the

conditions of teaching llnd IClIrtling III ll1:uhcmr.!ics and science lIilhin lite
public post-secondary lnslilutions. lJata from tlte slInt"- \1 ill SllJllllcllICll1
other 'nformatlon gathered frolll luten-Iews, submissions. 11lstilutiOllni

recort!s,and other sources. All reSllonscs \1 ill be trealed as cOlllidclIllal. No
nil)' reporls or the sone)'.

individuals will be Identified In

UkcctiollS
!\Iosl items mny be completed h)' plnclu,2lhe number or Icuer corrc!'lllIndhlR
to )"ollr response on lhe Ihles 10 the right or the Pll~{,. ,\ fCII" Hem!' nrc 0llcncnded, ollowing for n more elnuul'otcd rc!'pollse. Flnall)" !'IHIce I.~ ,Iru\'itled
011 the last page for cOTllments on matlus of ~pecilic mnccl'll ttl re!'llnrlllcllt~.
)'Iense place the completed questionnaire Inlhe relurn clllelullc IlrU\'llIed lind
place in the bcteA=L mllil.

SECTION A
TIME/WOllKLOAO/TEAl:IIING l'U.Al:T1CES
IJlease place ),our responses 011 the line 10 the right or eaeh tlllcstion.

I.

Please indicate the courses you are teachillg this Sell1Cster.
COIII'SCS !rlUehllhh

S!!lItl!~ter

A. Mathematics

n.

Chemislry

C. Biology

U. Physics
2.

How many sluuenls

J.

How many sluuellls do

4.

How many hours vcr week of direct stuuent cunlnel do you
have in each of the following nrC.1S?

~u

you lenth ill tulul this lerm?

)'OU

leach in tirst )ent coul~e~?

Regular lectures
LalJorutory sessions (ill which your presellce

is required)
Tutorinls or other scllerJulerJ help smiulls

Other
S.

How many huurs \ler week lI"ould you say yllll II;!\-c arai!:lldc to
see inuividulll students about prublems \\ ilh course ((Ill1el111

G.

On avernge, how m,lny fil.~l ~·car sllldcl11~ \\"uld I'.reselll
IhclII~elves in a wcek, 10 di~(,II~c rl1:lll('r~ 01 ("lIlIl~(' \\1111..:1
(a lypical week. excluuing dlllJ1/;nll1 am! C.\:1I11 I'cdllll\)
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1.

all aver:lge.

\Vh:ll prol'flrliOl1 of lour nUflllal wflrk wcek during
a leaching term is spenl 011 each of the rollowing ;:lcli,·i:ies7

Scheduled classes (Iecture$. laboratories. lutorials. elc.)
I'II~parillg

for

tla~scs

Markillg lIssignments, lesls, elc.
Advising or helping indi\"i\hml stuLlenl5

Other le:ldling3cti\"ities
Other (e.g. <Idlllini!'ill:ltion)

8.

In your Cirst )'e:ll cuurscs. IIl1al I'crccllt:l!;C nr <:llrtlcIII fill:!1
lIlarks are conlributed")' each ur the lullO\\illg c!clIlcIlIS?
Chapter ur ulllIIC$!S
/'IIiLl term tests

Projcctsur msignlllclltl'
laboratur)· rcpUlls
Hllal exalllillllliullS

Olher (please

~l'ecirYl

_
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9.

IU.

Which of the rulluwing hc~t tlC!iclihc~ hnw )'Ilur rC~lllar
sessiol1s in (jrst year courscs urc usually CIlIU.lI1Ctcu?

d,,~s

A.

uninlerruptcdleclme

B.

lecture/occ:lsionlll stullent
e0l1ll11ent/occ:lsiUlWI illStruclur
stutlellls

C.

uiseu~~iun (i.e, .,tWllt as llluch student talk as
instructor talk)

D.

lecture or di~c\1!'sitJl1 \\illl sludent
practice e;(crciscs

E.

Otlter (ple:m describe briellr)

Htlw c1o!icly <.Jues lhe Clmlclll of your

quC,~lillll

or
questioll tn

~c:l\work llf

lit~t ~'car CI1\1TSl'(S)
:l~siglletIIC'lhl111k

actually laught match the COlllen! or Ihe
primary reference {or the

_

as

or

WUTSC?

A.

Textor reference l11111erial ~pecifkalt}"tlcsigl1ed for
the course is a\":tihlllie 10 ~ludcllts

U.

Cottllllcrd:1I lexl i~ :l\:1ilahlc \\hil'h
malches the conlenl t:1ughl

C.

COl11l11ercilll tC;(t is used bUI Cllllleni is llul :1 dose

dtl.~cl}'

match
D.

No IC;<luouk or ulher primary rcfctcl\I,:c is used

JJ2

11.

On aver:tge, about wlml pcrcciliage ufyollr sllldenlS in rirSl YClir

courses allcnd each uf your

12,

9U percent ur mote

U.

80 ·89 percent

C.

70·79 percent

D.

5U ·61) percellt

E.

less than SUpercenl

Which lIf lhe follu\\'ing
sec

regul~r

A.

~ludc!lls

class sessiuns?

he~lllcscrihes

holY yuu

pro~ide

tilile lu

outside of regular ,hIsses"

A.

l"ime provided it111l1ediuICI)' following class

U.

Stuuenls infurilled of regular office hours

\...

Available IOS!utlcnts\)'llppoitHlllenl

D.

Open :.loor, sllluellls call appear at any time

E.

Other (please describe: brienyl

_

SECTIUN II
OPINIONS ,\NIJ ATlTrum:S
The rol1U1dll~ statemeilis IICI"tliintothe eXllcct:Ulotls" hich lust.'urlon:
Ill:!}' IItH'1! of SIIUI~1I1S enterin{l their courses, aud the ,'1ells or
instructors 011 teaching olld learning. For eoch slntenuml, Illens/!
indicate Ihe extcnt or loor ngnemcnl or dlsncrcclluml by plndng Ihe
llllllllJcr cOITcsllondlng 10 thc lllllll'ulirinle scull! yoluc un IIle line to Ihe
l'illhl.

Key;

I

= slrunGI}'
disagree

IJ.

r-.lalh~llIatics

.2

= disagree

J

=ngree

4

= slrmlj.:ly
awee

shoold he rClluired rur all first year universily

students.
14.

~lal1Y ~1l1l1cllIS clllerillg the university dll Illli have lhe hasic
intellectual ahility 10 sutl'e~d ill mathematics ,111(.1 scicnce
courses.

15.

Iligh school courses fur sludenls planning to prtl(:eed \()
university should be dC$igncd $pccifical1y 10 prep:!re them fur
the ~\ppwJlriate university l:ourses.

16.

M:!lhel11:ltics <lIlU sciellCe are jusl us impurtant fur females as
for males.

17.

Students entering the \'ariuu~ profes~iol1al (;1Cllhies in the
university should have Iheir lll<llhclll.lIics <.1m.! science courses
slleciaHy dcsigllcd lu suillhcir Ilccds.

18.

Sluucnts shuuld expect to wurk much harder in universily limn
they do in high school.

19.

Students should aSSUllle lllll~t of the responsihility for their own
success or failure <.It ullivcr!'>ily.

2U.

Most high schouls are nut adequately prep;uil1g
university programs.

21.

The llllivcrsily shuuld adjll~l ils firs! ye,lr wurses III match tile
le,\'cl uf IHep;\r:ltillll of cnlering sludelllS.

~llldcllts

rm

13<

22.

SlUdents sliouhJ 1101 lie :ll..lmillcu In lir~" \"eOlI lllli\"~I~i,\' cour~s
wlles.<; the)' meet ~Ilccific I'ltICtIUisi't~ c~I:,bli~hed hy \;lIivcrsity
tlcl'artlllents.

23•.

Most students wlin fail in filst yC:H CIIurStS du su bcrau!'e tliey
do not work hartl tnuugh 10 succeed.

24.

Most students who f"il illl'il~t year cmmcs lin !I'll hcc:lll!"e Ihey
have not been 3tlcqualcl)' IlI'cP:ucd by the high scliulIls.

2S.

High scll!Jols should llilt eUl!cern tlielllseh'cs much wilh
preparing stullents for Ul1ircr~it)',

2G.

High selioolltlurks are gClIcr4l11)' too high.

27.

Most students entering IIl1h'('r~ity :tre iIlICHcC1U(11l)' l'al':lhle
succeeding in first year llmthelll:ltics C<lursc~.

28.

Clllsses in

fir~t

)'ear mathematics alllJ

~ciellce Wllr!'C~

ur

lire

generally tou large.

29.

University entrance retluirclllclllS II<\\'C tIKI much inlluctlce UII
high school teaching.

30.

"'Iany first ~'e.u s!mlenls :ne lIul (;I!,al,le IIf pel forming
mathematic,,1 UI'CfillillllS.

ll.

Many Iiigh sehoulllIath :uul ~dCllrc tcadlel!' :uc l1\1t !'ullidcntl)'
well trl1inet.l in their sul1jcct arca~.

32.

More classes per week arc l1cedcd ill

33.

University jn~lrUClttr~ do Ittlt h:t\'c !'u/liricllt tiJll( tn dc:!1 with
the problems of individual SIUU(I1IS.

34.

Many uuiversil)' illstructotli alc illadcljll:ttcly 1" cl'afcd as
leoellers.

35.

University illsltUcttll"s' c.\pcct:llil\llli "f lil~l } C:II ~\u(lc 111$ arc 111II
high.

36.

The ctllllellt {If fil!'l \'cat \lIli\'cr~i1\' rlllll~e.~ ~hllllhl he 1I1l1diiictI
10 match the lcvcl o·r Ilcatlllt'lll [1'1l1l111 in hil;:h ~Chlllli r"lIllieli,

37.

Slleci:lI

fil~t ~

ha~ic

car cum ~t.'~.

Cllur$t~ ~hlltlhl be 1111clt'd tn lil~l } e:lr ~ltltlCIII~ 1111(1 un
lIotmcet the flrcrctlUi$ilCli f\1I fq;ul:tf litli! ~c:tr nllll~CS.
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38.

The

1I1livet~ity

should

impmc lllUle

~lrillJ;Cllt

adillissiull

requiremenls.
39.

4U.

The level of first year cnlllSCS offered <lt this lll1i\"ersity is
generally lower than that of similar courses at uther C:lI1uuian
universities,
Inslructors of first year l1ni\'crsity courses shoulu have sume

professiomil training as teachers.
41.

Students orten select courses

42.

MallY high school leachers :l1C inadelllHllcly prcpmcu 10 tcach
mathematics lIml sciellce I:tllllSCS ill that 1c\·cl.

43.

Many (irst year sluuents un not hare guuu

44.

Must stuuellis have lliffil.'IlIty k(,cllit1~ up \\itll lh~' \':Il:C ur
instruction ill first year ll1athC11lali~'s lWU SdCllCC COlilSes.

45.

Many students uon', seem tu UllumtallU what is heing asked u[
them on tests ami exams.

th~}'

<lre nut capablc of hUIH.lling.

~Iudy

hal'ils.
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1'lclIse "llice the lIumlM!r

riCht
44.

ur CJlch llucsilull.

ur ,,,lIr

nil Ih ... 111:lUk line III Ihe

Ate you male ur [emale'!

I. Male

45.

1"'~I",nse

2, Female

Huw many years h,l\'e pili taught at the 1l11;n:lsity Icvel (1101
counting this year)'l
I. fewer th:lll 3

2. J. 5
3. 6· Y
4. IU· 14

5. 15 or Itlllfe
46.

Ilow 1I1:1I1Y yeaTS have
Melliorial?

~llU

Iaught al III'.: lilet

l. fewer thall J

2. J. 5
J. 6· Y
4. 10 - 14
5. 15 ur lIlorc
47.

Wlml is yuur !lighcM llq:lec?
I. Bachelur's

2. Master's
3. Uoclorale

~l':u

It:\d at
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48.

I'Iea5e illl.lieale the umuunt of I'wlc55imml teacher trail1;I1!,: >"U
have hutl.

l. NOlie

2. Short courses or \HHkshllps
3. Forlllaiteacher lrainillg I'wgl:llllS lip t" rille

~"(,;lr ill

length

4. LJegree in etluculioH
5. Otherlple;lse

49.

Have you ever taught ill ele1l1cl1t,lI)"

1. Yes

_

~\ledly)

2. No

I1f ~t:(IlI11J,llY ~dlI1\l1.. ?
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GOVlmNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
TASK FORCE
ON
MATHEMATICS / SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT

FIRST YEAR STUDENT SURVEY

PART]
September, 1988

I'urpose:
'1111: rurpo.~c of this survey is to obtain information about the high school
srkllce CKJlcriences of students, and to provide the opponunity for students to express
opinions aooul these experiences. Results will be used to help make decisions about

how 111 imprm'c science tcaching in high schools and post-secondary institulions.
YUUT

rr.spnn~es

Individuals will

are confidential, and will be used for statistical analysis only.

1101

he itJcmificrJ in any reporls of the survey.
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SEa'ION A
1I0MI~

AND SCIIOOL BACKGROUND

III what year did yo.. gr.uJul:Ile from high school?
A. 1988

1I.IIJlH

D. Ildwc 1%(,

2.

Did yUll C11IllI'IcIC ally p:Ht of your high schou] education Ulllsidc of
Ncwrnunul;tlld?
J\. Nunc

B. I'art
C. All

·If yuu l,/illllu( allcntJ high school in NewfoundlamJ,

3.

plea.~e

go 10 Item 5.

III what :ITC:l uf Ihe pruvince, as shown by the map, did yOU attend high schonl?
A.

Avalull

II.

SOlllh

C.

Central

D.

West

E.

Lahr:vJoT
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4.

What was the approximate size of the community in which

yUll

lived while

allending high school? (Please give your home community if cJirrcrcn\ fWIlI Yllur
school community.)

A.

More than 25,000 (Stjohn's, Mount Pearl, anner "milk)

B.

Fall~/Windsor. Gander, SlcpIH,:nvillc.
Labrador CityjWabush. Happy Valler/Gome Uay, ClInn'l'lillll 1l:1}'
Soulh)

10,000· 25,000 (Grand

~50n

• IU,\J!r.1 (q.:. J .l.'Wbptllll'. (:arhoncar.

BaS{lllc~..

;.

fl.

2~lJ!l

D.

l(l{k1·

E.

under 1000

Approximately how many l'iIudcnts were enrulled in
school?
A

Sprillglb~.·

("1t'.'

gfiUJc

FC",l'r lhan 10

n.

10·24

C.

25·49

D.

50·99

E.

100 or more

In whal type of household did you li\'c when in high s("hnul?
A. With both parents (inclutling step·parents)

U. With onc parent

C. With grandparents ur other relatives
D. Other

12 ill

.\'0111

high
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7.

Was there someone ttt home who wa~ uvuilable to give

yOll

help with your

science when necessary?

A

There wa!ii no IIl1e whn could rcully help me.

B. i\1olhcr und/or father
C. Other aduh
D. llrulher and/or

loi~I~'1

E. 1 did lint lien! ally CXlra Ilclp

H.

\Vila(

wa~

livcu while

the highest level uf education of any of the :uJuhs .....ith whom you
yOll wcrc in high schunl?

A I...·!>., lhan hiGh schuulgradualiun

n.

Ilil:l1 M:huu[ I:rill..luiLtiCln

C. SlIl1\e pust sccundary cduCi.tlion (university, Ir.ule "dmul CIC.)

II.

D,

Trad~.

E

Univcrliity gr:lduation

technical schoul

Of

conununit)' college graduatifm

Which of the fnllowing hc~t describes the lind of occupation of the main wage
in yuur household?

~'arl1cr

A.

I'mrc~~i(ln;11

(bwyer, doctor, teacher, high level management,

ct~·.)

n. Tcchnicnl nr middle m,lnagemenl
C. Skilled c1ericul. sales or service. lrildesman, farmer or fisherman «(lWII~
farm or hnul)

1>. S.:miskillcd clerical, service or manual
E.

Un.~killed

manual ( laborer, fishin£ crew member, elc.)
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10. .

How many hours per week, outside of regular school hours, wllll!tl yUII S:IY you

spent at school work (written home.....ork. study) when in Gmdc 121

A. 0·2
B. ;\. S

c

(,·10

11.11·1.'

llcr,~ maw,' ~\'1:Cl;:; d;I\' ;\"u..l \';.1 :-;, .. \";1
\!;1~:' ~dlCl;,1 \Ia' d'h,:lI 0: d;,~; lll'\ lla;il1::

ll1i"'~'lllll
\':>,:111"

(;r;·tk

I.~. 111" " .

j'!

A. 0·2
B....

n.
12.

~

more Thall lfl

Whal wa." lite main reaj,un ,rill lllissC'.d

n.

Work or family

~dlll(lllJ;IYs?

H'.. sons

C. Just tlid not hOlhcr 1llj:(J
Which of Ihe fullowing science t(lursc:- dill you la\;,e in hibh schulIl?

n.

Biolo!1Y 2201

14.

Diolog}' 3201

15.
16.
17.

Chemistry 2202

JR.
19.
20.

Chemistry 3202
Ph)'Sics 2204
Physics 3204

Earth Science 2203
Gco]01:Y 3203

Yes
Yes
Vcr.
Yc...
A. Yes
A. Vel;
A. Yes
A. Yes
A.
A.
A.
A.

u. Nfl
B. No
U. Nfl
U. No

n.

Nu
Nil
Nu
B. No

o.
o.

: Ill"
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21.

Which of the subject

area~

did you find most dirficult?

A. Biology

n.

Chemistry

C. Physics
I).

22.

Earth Science/Geology

Wll,ll IrpC of rOM-secondary program do you plan 10 pursue?
I'm students nl 1\1cllIorhli

A

IlSc (pure SclCIll'C':

J>hr~ic~. Chemistry,

Biolugy. Psychology. (;,",,,

etc)
H.

B.Se (llJlplicu science: Engineering. Phllrmacy. Health

C.

B.Se (M<llh, Statistics, Computer Science ctc)

J)

IlSc/L1ED (ScicncejM'\lh tcaching)
Other or LJlU..Iccidcd

Fill' students al the Cabot Institute
A
Engineering Technology (e.g. mechanical, electrical)

L1.

Medical Technology (e.g.

C.

Business

n.

Olher

X-r~y,

medical lab)

For students at lhe Morine Institute

II

Food Technology

n.

Mcch,l1l1cal or Electrical Technology

C.

Nautical Science

I).

Naval ArchileC!tITC

U.

Othcr

SCiCI1l'l")
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SECI10N 11
I'RonLEMS IN SCIENCE TEACHING ANU LEARNING
'Illt statemenlS given below 8rc shoul problems that people 5QIIlClill1e.o; idcllliry ;11
science Icachillg and learning. Please think about each item with refclCl1l"C III the
Jiubjcct you identified in Question 21.

Please complete ench item hy circling the /lumber on the
CIll re,o;potiUS 10 the cxlelliin wllich

23.

)'OU

Many students nre llot capable of

unucrstanuing science concepls at
the high schoul 1c\'c1.
24.

Most uf lhe science teachers I hat! in

higlt school did nol seem to know
their subject well.
25.

26.

Sludcnls just do 110t work hard
ellough at science 10 do well.

F:lcililieJi fot Icaching high school

science arc
27.

1101

adequate.

'l11ere is lIul enough lime in high

scllool \11 cover Ihe science course
adequately.

28.

llllJ\WCt

sht,t,t'\ whirh

agree or dislIgrcc wilh the JilnlClIlrn!.

lligh school tClichcrs lIo not puy
enough attention to the problems of
imlivjuual SIIlUCllls.
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29.

High school

~cience c1a~"es

arc dull

and horing pl:lccs.

;lll.

Mosl ~Iudenls arc satisfied with
harely pa.o;sing science.

:\ 1.

ClInccllls (uvered in the high ~hlln'
curriculum ;LTC too advanced.

:\2.

I'ublic cX:lminatiuns in science <Irc
lonuirficilit.

:r:..

Tun many

~tudcnts

ure ullnwcd 10

pass science wilh vcry lillie under·
standing or tile subject.
14.

Science in high ~chonl should he
!:Iken ouly by lhe hesl studel1ts.

.l~.

It is cas}' to pass high schonl science
witlmUI dtling m\lch work.

:\(1.

Iligh schonl teachers have difficulty
keeping order in c1a!'!i.
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SECTION C
PERSONAL AlTITUDES
The statements gh'en below are about your own personal views of sciel\ce, I'IC:lSC
answer each item as before. but this lime thinking DIlly of your own fcclillgs.

37.

Stuuying scicnce is just liS imporl<ll1t
for females <IS for m<llcs.

3K.

\.. . l\cl1l 'Iln faced wilh;\ h<lrd scicnce
problem I giv('. uJl easily.

39.

I expect posl'sccondmy science to he
much morc uifficult than high school
science.

40.

Science i~ rCillly difficult for
though I study hard.

41.

Science is IlOt very importallt for my
career plans.

42.

I don't cxp.'cl to get

,IS

Jlle

even

much allell-

tion fmm my Jlost-seCtllldary science
inslructors :t.~ I clid in high school.

43.

Science is:J neccssarysubjcci for all

students in universities and colleges.
44.

My parcnts have always encouraged
me to work hard ill school.
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45.

I fenlly did n01 have to work very
hard nllicience in high lichool.

46.

I would never take another science
l"Oursc if il were nOI required.

47.

II is import:mt 10 he good at science
ill (mler lei he competitive in the joh
lIIarket.

4K

I alw;,~'!\ t~·
IHI~~ihk. 1\01

for the highc!ol Ill:d
jusl :t P:l'~.
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Governlllent of Ncwl'oundllll1d Dud Labrador

TASK FORCE
ON
MATlllcMATICS/SCllcNClc ACIIIEVEMENT

FIIIST YEAIl STUUENT SURVEY

The purpose of this sun"ey is 10

e~nll1ine

S:lme or the conditions of

mBthemalics and science leachin~ nnd to obtain the \'Iews of sludenls ollihe
transilion from high school 10 unhersit)". The sun"c)" Is n follow 111' to n
similar suney carried out at Ihe beginning of the semcsler. All dntn from the
survey will be trenled as confidential. No indh"iduals will be Idclltilied in $In.}'

reporls of lhe sune)',
Generol Uirections
Please respond 10 each Item by filling In Ihe appropriate circle on Ihe nnSlIer
sheet, aetordlng to the Instructions ~hen on Ihe next pn~e. ')'here nTt no
corred or Incorrect answers, We nTC Intensted In \\hnl JOU do nnd In JOIlT
opinions. Some sed Ions of the questlonnnire Inny 1'111 Allpl}' 10 }'ou. l'lerl.~c
rullow the dlrrcllolls at Ihe beginning or tl'lch sectiUII (0 determIne tr the
section shoultlbe compleled.
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For this questionnaire you will need a soft pencil (HO or
softer) and no ern!\er. You will rec(lttl your nll!\wer!\ Ill! a
separute onswer sheet.
DEFORE YOU START ANSWERING 1'11£ QUESl'IOHS:

1. Please fill in your blrlhdnle, MUN IdenUncnllon
Number, nnd sex at Ihe bollom or the answer sheel as shown
in the sample below. Please Q.MlI lhe section headed Grnde
or Education anti the entire Nome section.

2. lJeginning with Question t in the (IUestiolillnire, fill
in Ihe bubbles starling with # 1 on the Roswer sheet o.t lhe lop
of lhe tight IHlml side. As yOIl work lhrull~h lhe lJlle~liHIlS
Illellse make sure thol the till cstInn 1lI111lhcr on the nns\\cr shce!
nnd In lite questionnnire nre llle same, for those sections
omitted pleas~ leave the correspollliing hubbIes blanK.
Exnmllle:
s. In whal year dilJ you gladuatc rrom high school?
A.1988
D. 1981

C. 19~,
D. Defore 1986

Jr you grntlunlell in t988, your answer sheet shoultllllllk like
this for question 5:
1110'

10@000
Ill"
10'~rill!l0
11'"

IrE)!!."!)'!"!.'
II'"

'8'!I'D'i"~
11'"

l~'i';';";

IIDlDtD'!:"D
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SECI'ION A
PROGRAMS AND WORKLOAD

How many courses are you now taking (not counting any you
may hav~ dropped earlier in the semester)?

2.

A 30rfewer

c. 5

D. 4

D.6ormure

In which
register?

ulli~'ersity

faculty are you

regi~tere~

or do you plan

A Arts

C. Science or Engineering

B. Education

0, Medicine or Nursing

l(l

E. Other
3.

4,

In which subject areas do you intend to major in your
undergraduate degree program?
A.

Uiological sciences (biology, biochemistry, etc,)

B.

Physical Sciences (physics, chemistry, etc)

C.

Psychology

0,

Earth Sciences

E.

Other or undecided

About how many hours per week do you work at a paid job
(including work within the university)?
A. fewer than 5

C,

D. 5· 9

D. 15 or more

10· 14
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SECTIONB
HOME AND SCUOOL BACKGROUND

S.

In what year did you graduate from high school?
A. 1988

li,

C. 1986

Did ),ou cOlliplete any pan ui
A. nOllc

~'uur

high school cduCOIliuJ1 ouuide Ncwf(llIIH./I'lIul?

C. all

II. part

7.

About ho..... lOallY Mudenl!. were enrolled in Grade 12 in your high school?
A. fewer than 10

B. 10 . 24

C. 2S . 49

D. 50 . 99
E. 100 or more

8.

In what type of household did yOu live when in high school?
A. with both parents (including Sler-parents)

U. with one parent

C. with grandparents or Olher relatives
D.olher
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,. What was the highest level of education of any of the adults with whom you liveu
while you were in high school?
A.

less than high school graduation

B.

high school graduation

C.

graduation hom Irade/technical school or community college

D.

university graduation

10, Which of the following best desnibes the kind of occupation of the main '''';:Igt
carner in your household when you were in high school?

A.

professional! owns large business / senior management

B.

technical I owns small business / middle management

C.

skilled clerical, sales, sen'ice, or trallespcrson

D.

semiskilled clerical. sales. service. or manual

E.

unskilled

11. Which of the following mathematics courses did)"ou take in your last year of high
school?

A.

Advanced Mathematics 3201

B.

Academic Mathematics 3203

C. Other mathematics

Which of the following science subjects did you lake in high school?
12. Biology

A. yes

S, no

13, Chemistry

A. yes

B. no

14, Earth Science! Geology

A. yes

B, no

IS. Physics

A. yes

B. no
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SEcnoNC
OPINIONS ON UNIVERSITY WORK

The rallowing statements are about various aspects or unh-ersUy work. Pleose
respond by filling In (he bubble on the ans\\'cr sheet which corresponds to lhe

extent to
KE\';

~'hich

you agree or disagree \\ith each statement.

A = strongly

B = disngree

C

=

agree

U

disagree

-=

strongl)"

agree

i6. It is much harder to get good marks in unll'erStl)' than in high school.

17. Only the very best Sludents can be
mathematics courses.

e.~pected

to do well in uoivers!!\"
.

18. The main reason 1 am going to university is to improve my chances of
getting a good joli.

19. My present situation is so bad I would like to quit university.
20. I finl.! it uifficuiliu keep up with assignments ilnd study.

21. University courses are generally much better taught than high school
courses.
22. University classes are generally dull and boring.
23. The expectations of university professors are much higher than those of high
school teachers.
24. I am under a great deal of pressure to do well in uni\·ersity.
25. There is not enough help available for students outside of class time.
26. I was not really prepared in high school for the demands of university work.
27. Many professors arc not very tolerant of students who are having trouble
with their courses,
28, Mathematics and science courses generally have a reputation of being more
difficult than other courses.
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SECTION U
MAntEMATICS
This section should be completed Ir JOu are now laking a
MATHEMATICS course or Ir )'OU were registered in a malhemalics
course at any time during this stmestu. IrlOU have not allemrted a
mathematics course this semester, please skip to SECTION E, page 8.

29.

In which mathematics course nre

)OOU

now enrolled?

or lOll!

A

Mathematk~

1000

II.

Mathcl1\atic~

1050 or

IO~l

C. Mathematics IUBOor lUIH
D. Other mathematics

E. Dropped mathematics earlier this semester
30.

If you dropped a mathematics course this semester, what was
the main reason for dropping?

difficulty
with the material

A. having

C. conflicts or diffic·

D, overall workload
100 great

D. illness/family reasbns

ulties with professor

E. other
31.

32.

How often have you attempted this mathematics course?
A. first time

C. third time

B. second time

D. other

How many classes have you missed in mathematics this
semester?
A. fewer Ihan J

C. 7·10

lJ. 3 ·6

D. more than 10
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33.

If you missed any classes, what was the main reason?
A illness

C. don't get much out of
class

B. pressl.ne of
universily work

D. can learn material
without going to class

E. other
34.

35.

36.

37.

About how many hours per week. oUlSide regular class time.lItl
you usually spend studying or doing assignments in
mathematics?
A. fewcrlhan 2

C. 6· 10

D. 2 - 5

D. more than 10

How often have you gone to see the instructor for help in the
mathematics course?
A. never

C. several times

D. once or twice

D. many times

If you have never gone to the instructor for help, why nol?

A. no help needed

C. instructor not available

B. felt uncomfortable
asking for help

D. other

How often have you attended tUlorials or other organized help
sessions in mathematics?
A.

C. several times

B. once or twice

D. many times
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The rollowing statements are about various aspeds'or teaching and learning
mathematics. Please respond by mllng in Ihe bubble on the answer sheet
whkh best corresponds 10 the extent 10 which you agree or disagree with each
statement.
KEY: A = strongly B = disagree C = agree D = strongly
disagree
agree
38. Mathematics is much more difficult in university than in high school.
39. University classes in mathematics arc much better taught than in high
school.
40. High school mathematics docs not prepare stmlents very .....ell for
university lIIathcI1Hltic~"
41. f..'I;llhem<ttic$ is not very important :""r my carl'cr pi sm.
42. My mathematics instructor is quite concerned with student

problcl1l~"

43. My instructor seellls to expect that many students will fail in
mathematics.
44. It is vcry difficult to keep up with the pace of work in the mathematics
course.
45. I find the instructor in mathematics very difficult to understand.
46". More tutorial time is needed in mathematics courses.
47. Grading in university mathematics is more severe than in high sehoul.
48. I would never take another mathematics course if it were not required.
49. I am quite concerned that I might fail mathematics,
50. More class time in mathematics should be devoted to practice exercises.
51. My mathematics instructor generally makes the subject seem interesting.
52. Tests and exams in mathematics do not fairly represent the course as
taught.
53. Mathematics courses generally have the reputation of being more
di{(icult than other courses.
54. Only the very best students can be expected to do well in university
mathematics courses.
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SECI1UN E
BIOLOGY

This section should be conlpleted Ir,·ou are no',. laking 8 lHOLOGY course, or Ir you
",""!re registered In a biologY toursc ot In,- time this semesler, Ir :,.OU hnH~ nul
attempted 8 biology course this Stll1tstcr, pleOlSt skip 10 SECTIUN F, p:lge II.
55. In which biology course arc ),ou now enrolled?
A.

Uiology 1001 or 100Jl

U.

I\nother biulogy

C.

Droppeu biolugy earlier in tlie sell1ester

nlur~~'

56. 1£ you tlroppeu a biulugy COUI5e. whal was the l1liJin rellson
A. having difficulty

with material
U. overall workload too

greal,

[Of

C. Ctlllnim or difficulties
with instructur
U.

illnc~'/f:llni1}'

problems
E. other

57. How often have ),ou allempled this biulogy course?
A. first time

C. third time

D. second lime

V. other

58, How many classes have )'OU missed in biology this semester?
A. fewer than3

C.7·\U

B. 3 ·6

D. more than 10

cJmppillg?
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s,. 1£ you missed any classes, what was the main reason?
A.l1Iness

B. pressure

C don't get much Oul of class

or

university work

D. can learn material without
gOing to class.
Eo other

60. About how many hours per week, outside regular class time, do you usually spend
studying or doing assignments in biology?
1\. fewer thun 2

c. (, - J{l

B.2·5

D, more than 10

61. How often have you gone to see the instructor for help in the

n.

biolog~'

course?

C. several times

A.
once or twice

D. mllnytimes

61. If you have never gone to lhe instructor for help, why nol?

A. no help needed

C. instructor nOI available

n. felt uncomfortable

D. other

asking for help

63. How orten have you attended tutorials or other organized helpscssions in biolog)'?
A. never

C. several limes

B. once or twice

D. many times
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The following statemeJlts are about \1Irious Bspeds of le.~hlng and learning
biology. Please respond as t>cfore by nIllng in the bubble on the answer sllte(
which best corrupoodsto the extent lo\t1lich )'OU agree or disagree "i1h tach
statement. A few or tbese Slalemenls require comparisons ","'lila high school
biology. Please: skip these statements of you did not like biology In high
school
KEY:

A

64.

Uiology

65,

University classes in

slrongly Ii
disagr«
i~

disagree C

much morc difficult in
biolog~'

al:f~

Illlivcnil}'

U

strongly
IIRree

limn in high SChOll!.

;lfe much better t:lught than in

hi~h

school.
66.

High school biology does not prepare students very well for university
biology.

67.

Biology is not

48.

My biology instruclOr is quite concerned wilh student problems.

69.

My instructor seems to expect thai many students will fail in biology.

70.

It is very diCficult to keep up wilh the p:lce of work in the biology
course.

71.

I find the instructor in biology very tlirfieult to under:iland.

Vtl)'

important for my career plans.

72.

More tutorial time is needed in biology CtIurses.

73.

Grading in universil)' biolo&)' is more severe than in high school.

74.

I would never take another biology course if it were not required.

75.

I am quile concerned that I mighl fail biology.

76.

My biology instructor generally makes the subject seem interesting.

77.

Tests and exams in biology do not fairly represent the course as taught.
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SECTION F
CHEMISTRV

This sectlon should be completed If

)-oU

art now I.king I CHEMISTRY

course. or Ir you were "glstered In a chemistI)' murse at anl lime this
semestec. If you ha"e notanempted a chemishy course this semester, pleoS!!
skip 10 SECTiON G, patt 14.
78.

In which chemistry rourse arc you reGistered this semester?
1\. Chemi~lr)' 1000 or 1001

I3. Chemistry 1800

C. Another chemistry course
D. dropped chemistry earlier in the semesler

79.

If you dropped a chemistry course Ihis semester, what was the main
reason for dropping?
A

having difficulty

with material
n. overall workload
too great

C. connie:ts or diffiewith instructor
D. illness/family

problems

E. other

80.

81.

How often haye you attempted this chemistry course?
A. first time

C. third time

B. second time

D. other

How many claues haye you miMed in chemistry this semester?
A. fewer than 3

C. 7·10

D. 3 ·6

0, more than 10
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8Z.

If you missed any

~hemjstf)'

A. illness

C. didn't bother to go

B. pressure of

D. other

university work
83.

84.

classes. what was the main reason?

About how many hours per week, outside .egular class lime, do ),ou
usually spend studying or doing assignments in chemistry?
A. fewer than 2

C. 6· 10

U. 2·';

D. more th:r.n

to

How often have you gone \0 see the instructor for help in the

chemistry course?

85.

86.

A. never

C. several times

B. once or twice

D. many limes

If you have never gone 10 the instructor for help, why nol?
A. no help needell

C. instructor nol available

B. felt uncomfortable
asking for help

D. olher

How often have you attended tutorial.. or other organized help sessions
in chemistry?
A. never
D, once

01

C several times

twice

D. many times
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The following stalements are about varlGus aspeds of teaching Il!ld learning

chemllitry•. Please respond. as beraTe by filling in the bubble on the answer
sheet whiCh D.!sl corresponds 10 the extenl to which you agree or disagree
with each statement. Some of the statements require comparisons with high
school chemistf)'. Please disregard these statements if you did not toke
chemistry In high school.

KEY: A = strong!}'

Ij

=

dl51lgree C

= lleree

D

=

disagree

slronr,ly
agree

~ifficuh

87.

Chemistry is much mOTe

88.

University classes in chemistry are much better taught than in high

in university than in high school.

school.

89.

High school chemistry tloes nol prepare students very well for

90.

Chemistry is not very important for my career plans.

91.

My chemistry instrUClor is quite concerned with the problems stmJents

uniyersitychemisiry.

hav£' in the course.
92.

My instructor seems to expect that many slUllents will fail in chemistry.

93.

It is vel)' difficult to keep up with the pace of work in the chemistry
CQurse.

94.

I find the instructor in chemistry very difficult to

95.

More tutorial time is needed in chemistry courses.

96.

Grading in university chemistry is more severe than in high school.

un~erstan~.

97.

I would never take another chemistry course if it were not required.

98.

I

99.

My chemistry instructor generally makes the subject seem interesting.

100.

Tests and exams in chemistry do not fairly
taught.

am quite concerned that I mighl fail chemistry.
reprc~ent

the ·course liS
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SECTION G
I'IIYSICS
This seellon should hec:ompltltd Ir you Ire now taking. PHYSICS course, or lr)'Ou
were registered In a physics course at any lime this umesler. If you hOve not
IIl1empled a ph)'slcs course this semester, please skip 10 pnge 17.

10 I. In which physics course nre you registered this semester?
A. Physics W:'O or \05t
B. Physics 1200 Of 1201

C. I'hysics 1000 or 1001
D. Olher physics

E. dropped physics urlier in lhe semester

102. If you uruppeu a physics course, Whlll was the main

A. having dHficlilly
wilh the material

C. conniels or prohlems
withinSlruclor

D. overall workload
too greal

D. illness/family
reasons

r~asol\

for dropping?

E. other

103. How often ha\'c you attempted this physics cOllrse?

A.first time

C. third lime

D.secontl time

D. other

104. How many dasses have you missed in physics this semester?
A fewer than 3

C. 7·10

n.3 -6

D. more than 1U
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lOS. If you missed any.c1asses, what was the main 'reason?
A. illness

C. don't get much from class

ll.

D. can learn material with·
OUI going

prcs.~ure of

university work

E. olher

lU(" AI'llut how IIlany hours Jlcr week, outside rcgulllr clllSS lime. do you usu:lllyspC'nd
sludyinF- CIT lining o\l-siElnlllcllt( in physics?
A. kwa thawl

C. Ii - 10

n.

I),

2·.5

more Ihan 10

107, Ilow urlclI ha\'c you gone to !\CC lhe instructor for help in the physics course?
A. nevcr

C. several times

B. once or twice

D. many times

108. If you have never gone to the inmuclor for help, why nOl7
A. no help neetled

C. instruclor not :l\'ailable

B. felt uncomfortahle
asking for help

D. other

109. How ahen have
physics?

)"OU

attended tutorials or other organized help sessions in

A. never

C. se\'cral times

D. once or twice

D. many times
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'nle following Iiniements ore about "orIOIlS aspects of lencllin~ nnd

IC:lrnlll~ pl'lSics.
Please ~spond as before by OIling In lile bubble on lilt nnsuer sh~t \\hkll lK'sl
corresponds to IIle eden! 10 which )-011 ngree or disngree \\lth eoch stnh:mCIlI. Stunt'
of lite stalements require comparisons ",'ilh high $thool phYlles. I'leose disl'cgrmJ
these statements Ir )'011 did not take physics In high school,

KEY:

A = strongl)'

II = disagree

C =

n~r('e

diSAgree

Ill. Uni\'crsily

r1;I$SCS

= strongl)'
agree

J 10. Physics is much lIlure L1iHicull in

112. lIigh schnul

J.)

in Ilh}'sics ;Ire

Jlhy~ics

ulli\'cr~ily

lllucli

tllan ill high schoul.

beuer laugllt than ill Iligl1

dut's not prepare Slullent\ vcry well for

~dn",J.

uni\·cl~jt~·

Ilhysics.
113. Physics is not very impOftanl for my career plans.
114. My physics instructor is quite concerned with the problems students have ill
physics.
1IS. My instructor seems 10 expect thaI many students will fnil in physiC's.
116. It is very dHficuH 10 keep up wilh the pace of work in the physics

CUllr~e,

117. I find Ihe instructor in physics very tlifficuH 10 understand.
118. More tutorial lime is needed ill ph)'sics coulSes.
119. Grading in university physics is more severe th::m in high sehoul.
120. I would ne\'er take anOlher physics course if il were not required.
Ill. I am quite concerned that I might fail

ph)"si~,

)22. My physics instructor generally makes the subject seem interesting.
123. Tests and exams in physics tlo not fairl)' represenl the course as taught.
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Is there anything else you would you like 10 say about your high school or first year
experiences in mathematics amI science?

TIIANK yOU FOR YOUR CO.QPEltATION.

